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Introduction

THE WONDER

POD
This young person led website project involved creative technology-focussed
workshops to improve communication and independence skills for young people aged
12-18 with ASC, allowing them to express themselves and affect the world around
them.

Welcome to The Wonder Pod, an exciting young person centred resource using
innovative technologies with fun workshops to enable everyone to learn new skills and
form healthy friendships through creativity.
The Wonder Pod is the culmination of students’ from Wac Arts hard work, designed
to support young people and adults to develop and deliver their own workshops. To
support The Wonder Pod, the young people have been creating video guides and
training content available on our YouTube channel.

Over 3 years they produced over 60 online radio shows, 2 live online TV programs and
over 50 short films and animations with one viral video amassing over 7,000,000 views.
In Phase 2 our new project Wac Arts Interactive has evolved this further, equipping
our students with disabilities with inclusive and assistive technology expertise to train
young people and staff at organisations across Great Britain. This has created knock
on fun and friendship opportunities for a wider audience through digital technology,
creation and training.

Technology can open many doors for young people to explore their creative sides and
share with a wider audience. Please read our overviews of the different technology we
will be using in The Wonder Pod and familiarise yourself with the basics, then you can
dive into the workshops and start creating!
As well as teaching a variety ideas for using technology to have fun Pod informs you
how to remain safe online and will enable young people to form healthy relationships
with friends and adults.

Pod

We hope that when using The Wonder Pod you and your friends will have lots of fun
exploring these workshops and create amazing content to share with the world.
Wac Arts has been working with disadvantaged young people since 1977 from our
headquarters in Camden, North London. We first started working with young people
with disabilities in 1993, introduced digital media to our workshops in 1996 and a multi
sensory room in 2000. Since then we have continued to pioneer innovative, inclusive,
multi sensory approaches to youth work, utilising assistive technology.
BBC Children in Need’s Fun and Friendship grant programme has funded exciting
programmes nationwide since 2010. Alongside 9 other organisations running
separate projects across the United Kingdom in Phase 1 Fun and Friendship we ran
WacWonderWeb.co.uk
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Tech Glossary

You may come across terms
in some of the workshops that
you have never heard before.
This tech glossary provides
definitions that will help you
along your way so you are able
to deliver or participate in what
Pod has to offer... And Pod the
Robot will be on hand to help
you out on each workshop,
reminding you of some key
definitions.

THE WONDER

POD

Action the call used on set to start
filming.
Capture when you press record or take
a picture.
Chroma Key the technique applied to
isolate a block colour when using a
Green Screen.
Compose the creation of a file to share.
Crew the term used for the team that
works together on a film.
Crop removing parts of an image you
don’t want.
Cut the call on set to stop filming.
Edit used within all art forms, to edit is
the process of change after creating
your original material.
Export the creation of a file to share.
Exposure indicates how much light you
are letting into the camera.
Filter used to change the colour or tone
of your images and footage.
Frame what you are including within the
photo you are taking or the video you
are recording.
Frame-Rate the frequency a picture
is taken to give the impression of
movement. The greater the framerate, the faster and smoother the
animation. The lower the frame-rate,
the slower and more stunted the
animation.

GIF a short looping animation.
Green Screen a tool used to isolate a
background colour when doing video
or photography. It will allow you to
change the image in the background
to whatever you like.
Import adding content to your digital
workspace to then edit.
Interface a system layout used for
interacting with computer software
Layer when superimposing images on
top of others you create layers. So
anything new you add to an image is
a new layer.
Mask obscuring or holding back parts of
an image while allowing other parts to
show.
MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital
Interface) allows a wide variety
of electronic musical instruments,
computers and other related devices
to connect and communicate with one
another.
Monologue a long speech delivered by
an actor playing a character.
Octave a unit of measurement for pitch,
usually measured in 12 semitones.
Pitch the range of how high or low a
sound is.
Portrait when the dimensions of an
image are higher than they are wide.
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Process the creation of a file to share.
Shutter Speed the amount of time the
camera opens its shutter to allow light
in.
Shot the angle and size of the image that
you will be filming or photographing.
Spectrogram a visual representation of
a spectrum of frequencies.
Stop Motion an animation technique
where you take repeated pictures,
moving objects between each picture
to give the impression of movement.
Storyboard a sequence of drawings to
outline what you plan to film.
Timelapse the technique of taking a
sequence of frames at set intervals
to record changes that take place
slowly over time. When the frames
are shown at normal speed the action
seems much faster.
Transform making a change to the size,
position, colour and dimensions of an
image.
Trim cutting down the length of a clip of
video or audio.
Tripod a tool for the stability of a
camera, with 3 adjustable legs.
Tripod Tablet Mount a tablet holder
that can be attached to the base plate
of a tripod.

Tech Glossary
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ROLES
1st Assistant Director the person
who keeps the crew on schedule and
organises everything. They call out
silence on set and make sure everyone
is standing by.
Conductor the person who directs the
musicians within an orchestra.
Director the director in a film crew tells
the actors what to do and where the
camera should go.
DOP (Director of Photography) a
fancy word for the camera man.
The DOP will be in control of the
camera and try to make the shot look
beautiful.
Editor the person who puts all the
footage together and makes any
appropriate changes.
Bassist the musician responsible for the
low end of the music.
Lead the musician who plays the main
melody of a piece of music.
Lighting Technician also known as
the Gaffer, the Lighting Technician
operates the lights on a film set.
Producer the person that organises
everything before filming begins.
Sound Person the person that records
sound.
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KEY VISUALS
Number of Participants
Time
Roles
Resources
Outcome

Internet Safety
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You can’t hide from using the Internet especially when working with exciting new technology. It’s important to embrace what the Internet can offer but it is vital to keep safe
whist online. The Internet is often difficult to monitor and police, so there is always the chance of coming across things you don’t want to see. Here are a few key tips for young
people to use the Internet safely and experience the wonders it can offer.
1.

Don’t post any of you personal details online like your email address, phone
number, your real name or where you live.

6.

If you come across something on the Internet you are not sure about or that
makes you feel uncomfortable, close the page and tell an adult.

2.

Keep your privacy settings as secure possible. Every social media platform has
privacy settings that allow you to control the content you share.

7.

Think carefully about what pictures or videos you post and share. Often websites
can take ownership of your content and you won’t be able to delete it.

3.

When talking online, don’t befriend anyone that you don’t already know in real
life.

8.

Never tell anyone your passwords and make sure they are hard to guess.

4.

Don’t ever meet up with any person you meet online. Tell an adult if anyone has
asked you to meet them somewhere.

9.

If you read something you don’t like or something horrible is said about you,
many websites have the option to report trolls and will police any abuse. Don’t
hesitate to click the report button or get in contact with the website directly.

5.

Everything you post can potentially be seen forever, so think carefully about what
you post and share.

10. Don’t sign up to things you aren’t sure about. Some apps have hidden charges,
so never give your details or click agree or accept things you’re not 100% sure
about.
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Facilitators Toolkit
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6. Theme it
A theme is a great way to bring any workshop alive and gain an investment amongst
the young people. It also provides you with limits to plan within, which will help you
create a concise project.

Having a deep knowledge of technology with incredible ideas for exciting workshops
sometimes just isn’t enough to facilitate fun for young people with disabilities. The
delivery and energy that a facilitator provides is what brings it alive for any group.
Here at Wac Arts, with our years of working with varying needs across all ages, we
have developed a set of principles that allows staff to facilitate fun and safe workshops
that are fully inclusive for disabled young people. Here is our Facilitator Toolkit to help
deliver a dynamic fun-filled session.

7. Always start with a warm up
Warm up games and name games are vital to set the tone of a session and a great
way to create a positive energy amongst a group.
8. Change it up
In a 2 hour session, it is important to change up the activity to maintain engagement.
We look at activities being between 10 mins to 45 mins. It keeps it fresh and fun for
the young people.

1. Know everyone’s name
It is often good to do an activity that gives you an association with each person and
their name to help you recall. You will find some fun name games in the Wonder POD
that will help you make this fun and engaging.

9. Expect the unexpected
Sessions can and will fall apart. When it happens, it is important to have a bank of
games and activities to help bring the group together. And remember, it isn’t your
fault. It happens to everyone. Just make sure for your next session, the slate is clean
and you start it afresh.

2. Avoid saying ‘no’
It is important to avoid saying no and provide a choice as an alternative if the young
person is asking or doing something they shouldn’t.
3. Don’t rush
If you ask a young person a question, be patient. Count to 10 in your head because it
will take some young people longer to process.

10. Enjoy Yourself
If you enjoy yourself, so will the young people. The facilitator’s energy can be
infectious and really help provide a fun and engaging workshop.

4. Keeping the group quiet
Terms like ‘Shut Up’, ‘BE QUIET’ and ‘SHHH’ can often be agitating but you will have
times where you need to keep the group quiet. Agree a term or action with the group
that indicates this. It will make it more interactive and fun for everybody and a great
behaviour management tool.

11. De-brief
It is always important to de-brief after sessions both with the young people and
staff. It gives you a chance to identify what worked and what didn’t, facilitates a
personalised approach to supporting the young people and allows you to release any
anxieties. Reserve at least 5 minutes at the end of the session where possible.

5. Differentiate
Everyone will be different and engage in alternative ways. Be prepared to make your
sessions accessible and engaging for everybody, attending to the young peoples needs.
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WARM UP GAMES
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Warm Up Games > Name, Name, Name
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CATCH MY
NAME

SAY IT
QUICKLY

SING YOUR
NAME

Between 3 – 20

Between 3 – 20

Between 2 – 20

5 mins to 10 mins

5 mins to 10 mins

5 mins to 10 mins

A soft ball or equivalent

Concentration and thinking quickly

Optional PA with Microphone

Learning everyone’s name

Pure Fun

SET UP
SET UP
1.

Ask everyone to sit in a circle.

THE RULES
1.
2.
3.

Throw the ball across the circle.
When you receive the ball, say your name and
throw the ball to someone else in the circle.
Once everyone has said their name, play again
where you say your name and the name of the
person you are throwing the ball to.

DO MORE
Make it harder by throwing it faster.

1.
2.

Ask the group to stand in a circle.
Put yourself in the centre.

THE RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.

You will say someone’s name 3 times in a row really
quickly.
The person whose name you are saying must say
their own name before you finish saying it 3 times.
If they don’t, they will then go into the centre and
you take their place in the circle.
The person in the centre will now be in control of
saying someone’s name 3 times.

DO MORE
Reduce the number of times the person in the centre
says the name to 2.
9

THE RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Ask everyone to sit down in a semi-circle.
As the leader, sing your name is a funny rhythm.
Ask each young person to stand up and sing their
name to the group.
Have the rest of the group repeat what they hear.

DO MORE
Do a dance or action as well.

Warm Up Games >Ogglily Boogily
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OOGGILY
BOOGILY
Between 2 - 20
5 mins to 15 mins
Characterisation

SET UP

DO MORE

1.
2.

Feel free to change the words of Ooggily Boogily to suit whatever theme you are going
for. So if you are doing robots you can say ‘nee nor, hee hor’. Be Creative! Develop
the groups performance skills by adding a specific emotion, theme or situation to their
conversations.

3.

4.

Ask everyone to find a partner.
Explain that you are in the world of
Ooggily Boogily.
Choose a person to be your
volunteer to demonstrate how the
activity works.
Sit opposite the volunteer.

THE RULES
1.
2.

3.

4.

Ooggily
Boogily

The only words you can say are
Ooggily Boogily.
The way you express Ooggily
Boogily should communicate
anything.
Have a conversation with your
volunteer, only using the words
Ooggily Boogily.
Split the group into pairs to talk
Oggily Boogily.
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Warm Up Games > Hot Shots

HOT
SHOTS
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THE RULES
1.

Between 2 - 20
10 mins to 15 mins
Pure Fun and Some
Key Rules

SET UP
1.
2.

Make sure you have a clear space.
Ask everyone to find somewhere to
stand.

2.

3.

4.

Come up with shapes for each of
the shots and make sure everyone
knows them: Wide Shot, Close-Up,
Mid Shot, Tilt, Pan and Extreme
Close-Up.
When you say action, they must
respond by saying cut and be
completely quiet.
Ask them to walk around the space.
Shout out the shots and they must
respond with the physical action.
Remember, if it gets too loud, saying
action is a great way to keep it
quiet.

WIDE SHOT

EXTREME CLOSE UP

MID SHOT

PAN

CLOSE UP

TILT

DO MORE
Feel free to add extra shots eg. Handheld
and Tracking.
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Warm Up Games > Splat
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SPLAT

SPLATING

THE RULES
1.

Between 3 – 20

2.

5 mins to 15 mins

3.

Pure Fun and warmup

SET UP
1.
2.
3.

Ask everyone to get into a circle
around you.
Stand in the middle and announce
yourself as the splatter.
Ask everyone to prepare imaginary
pies. Walk around the circle and
smell each pie. Ask them what pie
they are cooking.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

If the splatter throws their imaginary pie at you whilst saying
splat, you must duck.
The people either side of the person ducking must try and
throw their pie at each other whilst saying splat.
The splatter decides who is quickest. That person goes
through and the other person sits down and is out of the
game.
If you splat out of turn – you are out.
If you don’t duck quickly enough – you are out.
Play several practice rounds until the group know the rules.
Now play the game until only 2 players are left.
The splat-off: Ask the two finalists to stand back to back.
Decide on a special word. (e.g. banana)
A volunteer will call out different words that are not the special
word (e.g. apple, shoe etc). With every word they hear, the
finalists have to step forward. When the volunteer says the
special word, the finalists turn around and says splat. The
fastest wins.

DO MORE
Make it fun and creative by setting it in the wild west or even outer
space.
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SET UP

THE FINAL

Warm Up Games > Minesweeper
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MINESWEEPER
SET UP
1.

Between 3 – 20
5 mins to 15 mins
As many chairs as there
are people
Team building

2.
3.
4.

Make sure you have the same amount of chairs as there are
people.
Have everyone sit on their chairs in different places around the
room, facing in different directions.
Nominate the mine sweeper.
The mine sweeper stands up and walks to the opposite side of
the room from where their chair was.

THE RULES
1.
2.

SET UP
3.
4.
5.

The minesweeper will try and sit in the empty chair, but walk
very slowly.
The people in the other chairs can move from their chair to
prevent the mine sweeper sitting down. But once you have
stood up, you must move to a new chair.
The minesweeper can sit in any empty chair.
The game ends when the minesweeper is sat down.
Whoever is left standing is the new minesweeper.

DO MORE
Make it harder by having the minesweeper move faster.
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GAME IN ACTION

Warm Up Games > The Rat Race

THE RAT RACE

SET UP
1.
2.

Between 5 – 20
5 mins to 15 mins
Focus Development and
Warm up

THE WONDER

3.

Set up four seats in a row.
Explain the four roles in the Film Rat Race.
The Runner:
At the bottom of the ladder, the person that makes the tea.
The Director of Photography:
The person that uses the camera.
The Director:
The person that directs the actors and has the overall vision.
The Producer:
The person who organises and manages everything.
Create the actions and calls for each role in the group.
Here are some examples:
The Runner:
Here’s Your Tea

The Director of Photography:
Take the shot

THE RULES
1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

POD

Place one person in each role.
One person starts by saying the phrase and
action followed by saying someone else’s
phrase and action. For Example: Director of
Photography says ‘Take the Shot’ and then
‘Action’.
When you say someone else’s phrase they are
now in control. They must say their phrase
and action followed by someone else’s.
This keeps going until someone makes a
mistake.
The mistakes are:
• Saying the wrong phrase
• Doing the wrong action
• Doing it in the wrong order
• Being too slow
When someone is out, they leave their seat
and everyone will then move up a seat,
climbing the ladder of success. A new person
now joins at on the first seat (The Runner).

DO MORE
Producer:
Where’s the money

The Director:
Action
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Make it harder by adding an extra role or two. You
can put in a sound man or 1st Assistant Director.

Warm Up Games > Fruit Salad

FRUIT SALAD

THE WONDER

SET UP
1.
2.
3.

Between 4 – 20

Pure Fun Warmup

Ask the group to sit in a circle.
Give each person one of 3 fruits –
Banana, Apple or Pear.
Remember to give yourself a fruit as
well.

RULES
1.

5 mins to 15 mins
Chairs

POD

2.
3.

4.
5.

You will call out a fruit. Anyone
given that fruit must stand up and
try and run into an empty chair.
No one is allowed to sit back down
in their own chair.
It is your job in the middle to try
and sit down in someone else’s
chair.
Whoever is left standing is now in
the middle must call out a fruit.
If you call out Fruit Salad, everyone
will have to stand up and change
chairs.

DO MORE
Add more fruits or have just have fun
and create new ones like ‘Fireberry’.
You might want to play fruit salad with
production roles instead of fruit: You can
have a ‘Producer’, ‘Director’, ‘Assistant
Director’ and ‘The Crew’ for everyone
getting up and changing seats.
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Warm Up Games > Beat The Count

BEAT THE
COUNT

THE WONDER

POD
Count
with POD

SET UP
1.

Ask everyone to sit and face you.

RULES
1.

Between 3 – 20
5 mins to 10 mins
Focus and Team Work

2.
3.
4.

The group must try and count up as
high as possible starting at 1.
One person can say one number at
a time.
If you overlap you start again.
See how high you can get.

1, 2, 3, 4, ...

DO MORE
If you have a big enough group, split
them into two teams and have a
competition.
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Warm Up Games > Guess Who
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GUESS
WHO
Between 4 – 20
5 mins to 20 mins

RULES

DO MORE

1.

You can tap more than one person to
make it more challenging to guess.

2.

3.

Chairs
Pure fun
4.

SET UP
1.

Ask the group to sit in a circle. Ask
them to all close their eyes. No
peeking is allowed.

5.
6.
7.

You will walk around the circle and
tap someone on the shoulder.
You will sit down and give everyone
a countdown before opening their
eyes.
The group will look around the
circle and guess who was tapped.
Encourage them to look at any
changes in behaviour. Who is
laughing? Who has crossed their
legs?
After a short time of observing,
give a 3 second count down before
people point at who they think did
it.
Ask why people made their
decisions.
Ask the person who was tapped to
stand up.
They are now responsible for
choosing someone to tap in the next
round so you can play again.
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iPad OVERVIEW
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A tablet is a fantastic accessible device that gives you the chance to make films, record
animations, take pictures, create music, play games, browse the internet and do an
array of exciting and fun things.
The iPad is one of the leaders in tablet technology and the primary touch interface tool
we use here with Pod.
(All android alternatives for any Apple specific apps will be shared on each app page)

Browsing the Internet
iPads have a Safari browser already downloaded on the interface. It is easy to use with
the touch screen. If you have challenges with spelling and using the typewriter, you
can use the Siri device that allows you to correspond with the device verbally.
Taking Pics and Vids
The iPad has a camera both on the front and back so you can take selfies or pictures/
videos of what is in front of you. Using the camera is simple: just go on to the icon
that says camera on your interface, open it and press record or capture. All your pics
and vids will be saved onto your camera roll and are ready to share.
Apps
Downloading apps is simple. Go to your app store, search for the app you want and
click download. Some you have to pay for, some you don’t, but all apps will go through
your Apple ID which will be attached to an iTunes account. This Apple ID has to be set
up when you first start up your iPad. But don’t worry, this is easy. Just follow the steps
outlined by your iPad when you begin your setup.
Social Media
All the apps you play on and the videos you create, the iPad is a great way to share
your stuff and keep in contact with friends using social media. Many of the apps you
download will have sharing options, giving you a chance to share using instagram,
twitter and facebook. You can even download these apps onto your iPad to keep up to
date with friends and family. However, remember to be careful with what you share.

18

iPad OVERVIEW
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Keeping Safe
It is important to keep safe when you are using the iPad. Especially when you are
downloading new Apps because they will often request access to your details. Make
sure when an App requests access to your camera, your photo roll or anything else,
just double check that you agree. Often it is ok, it just allows the app to access your
photos so you can edit them or videos so you can add effects. But always be safe and
check. You can easily edit the privacy of each app in settings which will be on your
interface. Just go to Privacy and decide on the accessibility for each App.

Guided Access
Guided Access helps young people to stay focused on a task while using an iPhone,
iPad or iPod touch. Guided Access limits your device to a single app and lets you
control which app features are available.

Managing Storage
One of the challenges of using an iPad is keeping on top of the storage. Recording
videos, music and taking photos as well as downloading apps and songs take up a lot
of space. This means your device can work more slowly and not have the space the
keep the content you create. A great troubleshoot to overcome this is to delete any
apps that you aren’t using. Make it more efficient by deleting the apps that take up a
lot of space. Check this by doing the following steps:

From there, here’s what you can do:

To Set up Guided Access you can do the following:
Tap Settings > General > Accessibility > Guided Access to set up Guided Access.

Turn Guided Access on or off
Set a pass code that controls the use of Guided Access and prevents someone from
leaving an active session and set whether the device can go to sleep during a session.
Once you have it set, to activate, open the app you want to use and triple-click the
Home button.

Settings > General > Storage & iCloud Usage > Manage Storage

Adjust settings for the session, and then tap Start.

Delete easily by holding down the icon. It floats on the screen and a red ‘x’ appears in
top right hand corner. Press that ‘x’ to delete.

Not only can you lock the screen using Guided Access, you lock certain parts of the
app’s interface allowing you to make the app more accessible.

You don’t have to worry about losing the apps forever because they will be saved to
your Apple ID so you can download them again for free.

To end a guided access, triple-click the Home button and enter the Guided Access
passcode.

Any content you create within apps, make sure you back up and save onto a computer
or via an online storage space. This means you can delete things without losing
important content.

https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT202612
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MUSIC
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KEEZY
Keezy is a musical instrument that is easy to
use and accessible for everyone! You get 8
coloured tiles. You can record a sound into
each one. After recording, tap the tile to play
it back, or press & hold to loop. Once you
have your samples down, record a jam to
share with your friends.

Android
Option

Beat Box

21

Music > Keezy Basic Usage

1. How to label your board.

Press & Hold.

THE WONDER

KEEZY
BASIC USAGE

POD

2. How to record.

Tap on Text.

Type new name
and tap here.

3. How to delete.

Tap once to start
recording and then
tap again to stop.

When you’ve
finished recording,
your board should
look like this.

Start your
sound at the same time
as you tap on the panel
for the best sample
capture.

Tap once.

Select the panel you
want to delete.
22

Music > Keezy: Because it’s Digi Poem

KEEZY: BECAUSE
IT’S A DIGI POEM

THE WONDER
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RULES
1.

2.

Max. 7 per iPad

5.

Ask each person to think of
someone they like and choose a
reason why that person is special.
Ask them to form a sentence
using their reason that starts with
‘Because...’ Eg: Because they treat
me with respect.

6.

7.

Because they treat
me with respect

15 mins to 45 mins
iPad, Keezy App, Pens
and Paper
Poets, Remixers
Digital Poem

3.
4.

If you don’t have 7 people, ask
someone to record another
‘Because…’ sentence. If you make a
mistake simply delete that panel and
re-record.
Ask each person to think of 5 things
they love. Eg: favourite food, music,
artist, film, person.
On the remaining panel, go around
and record each person’s 5 favourite
things as one long recording. The
list should sound like... Mum,
cookies, Batman, Bob Marley, etc.

Mum, Cookies,
Batman, Bob Marley,
Elephants

Label your board ‘Because...’
Once everyone has created a
sentence, record the sentences onto
the Keezy panels.

8.

9.
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Now all the samples are done, give
each person a chance to play them
back.
Now give each person a chance to
record their digital poem, listen to it
back and share with friends online.

It’s a great
chance to
express emotions
in a creative way

Music > Keezy: An Animal Beat

KEEZY: AN
ANIMAL BEAT

THE WONDER

POD

RULES

Max. 8 per iPad

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

15mins to 30mins

6.

iPad, Keezy App

7.

Ask each person to think of their favourite animal.
Ask them all to share their animal sound.
Open Keezy, start a new board and label it ‘Animal Beat’.
Record each person’s animal sound on a different panel of Keezy.
If you have less than 8 people, ask someone to record more than one
sound. Make sure all the panels have a recording.
Now you have all the samples, give everyone a chance to make a beat
from the recordings by simply playing them in order.
Once everyone has practiced, record the beats, listen back and share
with your friends.

Voiceover Artists,
Remixers
A Beat

ROAR!

BAA!
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KAW! KAW!

It’s a great chance
to have fun working
creatively together
as a team

Music > Keezy: A Nursery Rhyme Beat

THE WONDER

POD

RULES

KEEZY: A NURSERY
RHYME BEAT

1.

Max. 8 per iPad
15 mins to 45 mins
iPad, Keezy App
Vocalist, Remixers,
Drumkit voiceover artists
A Nursery Rhyme Beat

Ask everyone in your group to warm up their voices by pretending they
have a sticky sweet and moving it around their mouth.
2. Do any other voice warm up to make the young people ready.
3. Ask the young people to choose a simple Nursery Rhyme. Ask the
group to decide on their favourite and nominate a vocalist to perform
it.
4. Ask everyone to think of a drum sound and share it with the group.
Decide as a group on 7 sounds you will do.
5. Open Keezy and create a new board and label it ‘Nursery Rhyme Beat’.
6. Record each one of your drum sounds on 7 of the 8 different panels.
Make sure you hold down record as you start making the sound.
7. On the last panel, ask your vocalist to perform the chosen Nursery
Rhyme. Record until you are happy.
8. Once all recordings are complete, give everyone a chance to make a
Nursery Rhyme Beat by playing the Nursery Rhyme and adding beats
from the other Keezy panels.
9. When the group is confident, record each performance.
10. Listen back and share with friends online.

TSSS...
YEAH

BOOM

ZAP

PEW
PEW
PEW
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It’s a great chance to work
together creating your
very own song in a fun and
engaging way

THE WONDER

POD
AIRVOX
AirVox is an innovative musical instrument that uses
motion sensor technology. By simply moving your
hand up and down you can play a tune. It has a
variety of cool sounds and effects.

Android
Option

Wave
Control
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Music > AirVox Basic Usage

THE WONDER

AIRVOX
BASIC USAGE

POD

Here are a few
quick tips to help
you get up and
running with
AirVox as quickly
as possible

Record your
work and share
it with friends!
1.

Hold your hand over the iPad when prompted so that
AirVox can detect it. The iPad must be flat.

2.

Once AirVox has detected your hand, you’re
ready to play! Start moving your hand up
and down to make some cool sounds.

3.

Press on this icon and you’ll be able to alter the type
of sound you hear. This way you can make something
totally unique.

4.

Press here to change the scale that AirVox
plays as well as add some cool effects to
your sound.
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Music > AirVox: Freeze Frame

AIRVOX: FREEZE
FRAME

Between 2 - 10
10 mins to 30 mins
iPad, AirVox App
Musician, Dancers

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

Demonstrate how to use AirVox. Lay the iPad flat, open up
the app, step away from the camera. Wait 5 secs and place
your hand above the camera. A noise will ring when you are
ready. Show that if you put your hand above the camera, a
noise will be made.
Nominate a musician. They will play AirVox and everyone will
dance. If they pull their hand away everyone must freeze.
The last person to freeze is out.
Keep playing until there is one person left.
Change the musician with the people knocked out so
everyone gets a go.
Choose someone as the best dancer.

Fun
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It’s great chance to have
fun with your friends
playing a game using
some cool technology

Music > AirVox: Dance a Beat

AIRVOX:
DANCE A BEAT

THE WONDER

POD
It’s a great chance to
have fun with your friends,
dancing and creating music
at the same time

Between 1 - 5

RULES
1.
2.

10 mins to 30 mins
iPad, AirVox App,
music playing device

3.
4.

Musician, Dancers
Dance Routine and Beat

5.
6.
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Ask everyone to stand in a circle with the iPad
in the centre.
Demonstrate how to use AirVox. Lay the iPad
flat, open up the app, step away from the
camera. Wait 5 secs and place your hand
above the camera. A noise will ring when you
are ready. Show that if you put your hand
above the camera, a noise will be made.
Play a song on your music playing device.
Ask for a volunteer to go into the centre of
the circle. Ask them to perform a simple dance
move above the AirVox to create a cool sound
on top of the song playing. Everyone should
then copy this move.
The next person will swap into the centre and
create a dance move which people will follow.
This will then continue until everyone has had
a go.

THE WONDER

POD
BEBOT
Bebot is a musical instrument that anyone can
play. Instead of a keyboard, it has an easy-touse touch control system. And it’s all built into a
friendly animated robot who performs your music
while you play.

Android
Option

Sammy
Synth
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THE WONDER

Music > Bebot Basic Usage

POD

BEBOT
BASIC USAGE
Press anywhere on
the iPad and Bebot
will make a sound

1.

3.

Double tap here to
open up settings.

Add and change the effects by pressing ‘Effects’.

2.

4.
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Change the preset
and alter the sound
by pressing ‘Synth
Controls’.

Press ‘Scale’ and
you’ll be able to
change the pitch
and scale that
Bebot plays.

Experiment with the
synth settings and get a
truly original sound.

The higher up the
screen you play, the
higher the pitch.

How many
different sounds
can you make?

Music > Bebot: Repeat a Beat

BEBOT:
ROBOT DANCING

THE WONDER

POD
RULES
1.
2.
3.

Between 2 - 15
10 mins to 30 mins
iPad, Bebot App, PA
(optional but would be
benefit), mini jack cable
Musician, Dancers

4.

5.

6.
7.

Ask everyone to imagine they were robots. You can only make stiff
movements.
As Robots ask everyone to move around the space.
Ask the group, still pretending to be Robots, to get in their chairs and
sit in a circle.
Open up Bebot and demonstrate how to use it by playing the easy to
use interface, showing how moving your finger up and down effects
the volume and across from left to right changes the pitch.
Demonstrate the changes you can make to the sounds by going
through the settings in the bottom right hand corner. Agree a sound
that the group are happy with.
Nominate a musician. That person will play Bebot whilst everyone else
begins to move and dance like robots. Rotate so everyone gets a go.
Have more fun by playing musical statues or musical chairs using
Bebot.

Pure Fun
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It’s a great chance to have
fun with your friends playing
a cool dancing game with
some fun technology

Music > Bebot: Sci-Fi Soundtrack

BEBOT:
WHISPERS

10 mins to 30 mins
iPad, Bebot App

POD

RULES
1.
2.
3.

Between 2 - 6

THE WONDER

4.
5.
6.
7.

Ask everyone in your group to sit in a circle.
Open up Bebot and demonstrate how to use it by playing the easy to
use interface, showing how moving your finger up and down effects
the volume and across left to right changes the pitch.
Demonstrate the changes you can make to the sounds by going
through settings in the bottom right hand corner. Agree a sound that
everyone is happy with.
Do a simple pattern on Bebot.
Pass it around the circle and ask each person to try and do the same
pattern.
Once it gets back to you, hand it to the person next to you and get
them to start a new pattern.
Give everyone a chance to have a go at starting a pattern.

Musician, whisperers
Pure fun learning Bebot

Shhhhhh....
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It’s a great chance to build
on your communication
skills with a fun and
engaging app

THE WONDER

POD
THUMBJAM
Thumbjam is a powerful musical
performance experience. It has over
40 high-quality real instruments
multi-sampled exclusively for the
app. Hundreds of included scales
allow you to effortlessly play in any
style from rock to classical, whether
you are a musical novice or a
seasoned professional.
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THE WONDER

Music > ThumbJam Basic Usage

POD

THUMBJAM
BASIC USAGE

1.

1.

Here you can change
instrument, change scale
or even record.

Press LOOP to show options
for recording your instrument.

Press SOUND to bring up
this options window
2.

Press SPAN to change the
number of notes that you
can play.

Press anywhere on the screen in
make a noise!
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3.

Here you can change the loop
settings, like BPM, and save
your jam to your device for
sharing later.

Music > ThumbJam Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

You can make
a loop to play
along with

Change Instrument.

Change Scale.

Change Instrument.
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Music > ThumbJam: Twinkle Altogether

THUMBJAM:
TWINKLE
ALTOGETHER

1.

Between 1 - 10

3.

30 mins to 1 hour

4.

The Musician,
The Chorus

5.
6.
7.

8.

A Nursery Remix

POD

RULES
2.

iPad, PA (optional),
board, handout with
notes

THE WONDER

Ask your group to sit in a circle and sing together, Twinkle Twinkle
Little Star.
Hand each young person a note sheet. Make sure the writing is very
big. The notes are: CC GG AA G FF EE DD C GG FF EE D GG FF EE D
CC GG AA G FF EE DD C.
Ask one person to be your volunteer. Hand them the iPad with
Thumbjam open.
Show them how to choose an Instrument. Once they have selected a
sound, press the ‘Span’ button so the keys are as big as possible.
Ask your volunteer to play the song. The rest of the group will sing
along to the pace of the music.
The volunteer can play it a few times and conduct the speed in which
the singers follow.
Hand the iPad around the circle and give everyone a chance to play
the song. They will get a chance to adapt the sound using the choices
of instruments and octaves.
Have even more fun with more iPads, giving people a chance to play
together.
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It’s a great chance to improve
on your understanding of
music and to work together
creating your own tune

Music > ThumbJam: Pitch it Up

THUMBJAM:
PITCH IT UP

1.

3.

30 mins to 1 hour

4.
5.

iPad, PA (optional)
The Musician,
The Clapping Chorus
Fun New Instruments

POD

RULES
2.

Between 1 - 10

THE WONDER

6.
7.
8.

9.

Ask your group to sit in a circle and do a simple clap rhythm which
they follow.
The person next to you will then add a new sound to the clap rhythm.
The rest of the group will follow.
Everyone around the circle will get a chance to add a sound to the clap
rhythm.
Once you finished the warm up, ask everyone to think of their
favourite quote from a film and share it with the rest of the group.
Ask one person to be your volunteer. Open Thumbjam, press ‘Sound’
and press ‘Create Instrument’. Change the name of the instrument to
the volunteer’s name.
Record the first volunteers quote by pressing ‘Record’.
Press ‘Done’ and ask the volunteer to play the board and listen to the
change of pitch.
Start a clapped rhythm with the rest of the group like you did in the
warm up. The volunteer will perform a solo over the clapped rhythm
with their new instrument.
Give everyone a chance to record their quote and play it in varying
pitches over a clapped rhythm by the group.
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It’s a great chance to have
fun playing around with
your voices and listening to
interesting things your friends
come up with

THE WONDER

POD
FIGURE
Figure puts electronic dance music at
your finger tips with a great range of
synths and drums sounds. Its simple
yet powerful built in sequencer can
record performance data to create
dynamic tracks very quickly. Instant
rave in your pocket!

Android
Option

Beat J
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Music > Figure Basic Usage

POD

FIGURE
BASIC USAGE
Press record and start playing!
Figure will automatically loop
your track.

1.

Use your finger to drag the
level of each instrument
up and down and perform
a live ‘mix’ of your track!

2.

Flick through
the names of
different sound
banks to switch
up the genre
and feel of your
track.

Figure gives you drums,
bass and lead synth to
create your track. Simply
press anywhere on the pad
to start jamming.
Pressing these tabs
will bring up different
windows.

You can mute
individual tracks
here.

Press and drag any of these circles to change
the parameter of your sound. You can alter
rhythm, range and scale here.
Press the MIX tab
to bring up this
window.

3.
In the SONG tab you can save
your track rename your track
and even share your track with
friends!

Use the GLOBAL tab to change the settings of your whole song. This could be
the tempo, the key or the scale of your track. You can also change the length of
your track by choosing either a 1 Bar, 2 Bar, 4 Bar or 8 Bar loop.
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Music > Figure: Build a Beat – It’s Time to Rave

FIGURE: BUILD A
BEAT – IT’S TIME
TO RAVE

Between 1 – 18
15 mins to 45 mins
iPad, Figure App, PA
(Optional)
Drummer, Bassist and
Lead per crew
A Mixtape

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.
2.

Split your group into crews of 3.
Ask each crew to create a name, design a dance move and
nominate who will be the drummer, who will be the bassist and
who will be on lead.
3. Have each crew share their crew names and dance moves.
4. Demonstrate to the whole group what they will do. Start by
showing how to set up and name. Open up figure; press the ‘Song’
tab, press the ‘New’ tab and label the song.
5. Press the ‘Pattern’ tab and share the various sounds you can do on
the drum, bass and lead. Demonstrate how to create patterns and
change rhythm.
6. Press the record button and create your drum pattern. That
will now loop. You can add your bass and lead patterns on top.
Remember – you can’t change the type of sounds once you have
pressed record. Press ‘Record’ again once you have finished. Now
your track is made.
7. Choose the first crew to record. They must decide on their sounds
for their roles first. Once they are ready, ask the rest of the group
to stand up and dance along to the music made.
8. Each member of the crew will record their pattern.
9. When everyone in the crew has finished, they will press ‘Record’
again to stop the recording. They can press ‘Play’ for all to enjoy.
10. Ask a new crew to start there track. The rest of the group can keep
dancing as they build their beat.
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it’s a great chance to build
on your musical production
skills and work together as a
creative team

Music > Figure: Call and Re-Beat

FIGURE:
CALL AND
RE-BEAT

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.
2.

Between 3 – 15

3.

15 mins to 45 mins

4.

iPad, Figure App, PA
(optional)

5.

Musician (Drummer,
Bassist or Lead),
Clapping Chorus

6.
7.
8.

A Group Beat

9.

Ask your group to sit in a circle and do a simple clap rhythm for them
to copy.
Ask the person next to you in the circle to do a simple rhythm beat
for the rest to copy. Let everyone have a chance to create a clapped
rhythm for the rest to copy.
Open up Figure on the iPad. Press ‘Pattern’ and demonstrate how to
make a beat pattern on the drum, bass and lead.
Play a simple pattern on the Figure drum and ask the group to copy.
They can create noise using their feet, hands or mouth. The group
should keep the clapping rhythm going even when the musician stops.
Hand the iPad to the next person. They will look for a sound and do a
pattern. The group will change their clapping loop and repeat the new
pattern.
Give everyone a chance to change to change the pattern using figure.
Divide your group into Drum, Bass and Lead.
Now do the call and repeat again but people will only repeat and loop
whatever section they are – either drum, bass or lead.
Hand the iPad around the circle and start building a layered track.
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it’s a great chance to build
on your communication skills
through a fun and dynamic
musical app

THE WONDER

POD

PHONOPAPER
Phonopaper is fun and exciting app that allows
you to turn visual images into sound and sound
into images using spectrograms.
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Music > PhonoPaper Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

PHONOPAPER
BASIC USAGE

You can adjust the
quality by holding
down the quality
tab. When you are
ready to record,
press New Code.

1.

Press the menu button to record a
new code.

2.

Record your message and watch as
the spectrogram is created. Press stop
when you have finished.

3.

Press the save icon to save the
spectrogram to your photo roll.

6.

On this screen you will hear the code.

Press the
button to
listen.

4.

Print your code onto the correct
bordered paper.

5.

To listen to the code from a spectrogram,
hold the camera above the bars and wait
for a white button to appear.
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Music > PhonoPaper: Digital Treasure Hunt

PHONOPAPER:
DIGITAL TREASURE
HUNT
Between 1 – 10
30 mins to 1 hour
Tablets, Printer
A Group Beat

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.

Ask your group to plan their treasure hunt! How many clues will there
be and in which area will the hunt take place? What will the treasure
be at the end?
2. Show the group an example with 5 clues. These could be:
• “Look behind the box that plays pictures and sounds” *TV
• “I’m in the kitchen and I make water hot” *Kettle
• “I’m under a place where people wipe their shoes” *Doormat
• “People wash their hands in me!” *Sink
• “You can watch YouTube on me!” *Laptop/Computer
3. Demonstrate to the group how to record the clues. Press the ‘Menu’
button on the Phonopaper screen.
4. Press ‘New Code’ to immediately start recording sounds and clearly say
your first clue. Make sure you are in a quiet space when recording, as
you want as little background noise as possible. Press the screen again
to stop.
5. The screen now shows the Spectrogram of your first clue. Save this to
your Photos folder by pressing the ‘Save’ key.
6. Record the next 4 clues in the same way saving each picture as you
go.
7. You should now have 5 pictures exported to your photo folder. Print
these from your iPad if enabled or transfer them to a computer
attached to a printer.
8. Using BlueTak place the printed Spectrogram clues along your pre
planned treasure hunt.
9. Each Treasure Hunter or Treasure Hunting Team should be equipped
with a tablet with Phonopaper open to take part in the Hunt.
10. When they find a clue they must point the iPad camera at the
PhonoPaperwith the top and bottom bars in view, press the circle to
scan the clue.
11. When it has scanned they can adjust the speed and press ‘Play’ to
hear the clue you recorded earlier.
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it’s a great chance to
explore new ways of
communicating and
visualing sound

THE WONDER

POD

SOUNDBOW
Soundbow is a dynamic drawing based music
instrument with a simple visual interface. Create
music by drawing curves over the screen with
lines and gestural movements. Record your own
sounds through the microphone and start creating
melodies and soundscapes.
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Music > Soundbow Basic Usage

POD

SOUNDBOW
BASIC USAGE
2.

1.

When SoundBow opens you
are given a blank board to
start with. Use your finger
to start drawing and make
sound.

3.

You can change the
type of sound, and
colour of your stroke
by pressing here.

Hit the record button in the
bottom left of the screen to
sample your voice and use
it as an intstrument.

You can move the grey lines
around the screen to change
the rhythm.

Hit the record button in
the bottom right hand
corner of the screen to
start recording your
SoundBow creation.

If you want to start
again, press the reset
button to erase your
SoundBow board and
start again.
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THE WONDER

POD
SEABOARD 5D
Noise is a powerful synthesiser with a huge
bank of presets to get you going. The onscreen controls allow you to go wild with
experimentation. Excellent to use with
assistive technology such as the Skoog.

Android
Option

Synth 2
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Music > Seaboard 5D Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

SEABOARD 5D
BASIC USAGE
1.

Press anywhere on the keyboard to start playing.

2.

Change the sound by pressing the left and right
arrows to scroll through the sound presets.

4.

In the settings window you can modify the
keyboard and change the way that it plays.

You can tap the
keyboard to play
single notes or drag
and slide your finger
around to create
some cool sliding
sounds.

3.

You can change the sound even more by pressing
on the different synth settings and dragging your
finger left and right.
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THE WONDER

POD
BABYSCRATCH
Baby Scratch is a digital DJ turntable that
makes scratching really easy. You can record
samples, so you can get scratching your voice
or any other beats you want to include.

Android
Option

DJ Music
Scratcher
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THE WONDER

Music > Baby Scratch Basic Usage

Play/Pause
Hit this button to start or
stop the turntable spinning.

POD

BABY SCRATCH
BASIC USAGE

Beatloop Switch
Press this to start and stop the
current beat loop. The loops are
the perfect accompaniment to your
scratching.

Transform
Pressing and holding
this button immediately
silences the scratch
record until released.

Baby Menu
Press this button to bring
up the Baby Scratch
menu. From here you can
buy new songs, change
settings and info on how
to use the app.

Volume Fader
Slide this faderto control
the volume level of the
Scratchrecord.
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Volume Fader
Slide this fader to control
the volume level of the
Scratchrecord.

THE WONDER

POD

Video &
Animation

52

THE WONDER

POD
CINAMATIC
Cinamatic allows you to record multiple short clips
that assemble together to edit within the app to
produce short motion pictures. Easy to use with
a variety of effects and filters, you can make
cinamatic films of various lengths.

Android
Option

Movie Maker
Filmmaker
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Video & Animation > Cinamatic: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

CINAMATIC:
BASIC USAGE
Here are a few quick
tips to help you get
up and running with
Cinematic as quickly as
possible

1.

Press the red button to start recording. Record until you’ve
used up the allocated film time or until you see the red tick
in the bottom corner. Press this red tick when you’re ready to
process your film!

3.

Next, select a filter for your film. When
you’re happy with how your film looks, press
PROCESS.
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4.

2.

Press SETTINGS to change video length.

Let Cinematic process your film and then
make sure you save! Your final film will
be saved to your Camera Roll.

Video & Animation > Cinamatic: Gone in 6 Seconds

CINAMATIC:
GONE IN 6
SECONDS

15 mins to 45 mins
iPad, Cinamatic App
Director, Director of
Photography, Actors
A film with a magical
disappearing act

POD

RULES
1.

Between 1 – 5

THE WONDER

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Open Cinamatic. Press the ‘Setting Icon’ and choose 6
seconds for the film length.
Choose a volunteer to stand in front of the iPad.
Ask them to stand still but look around in fear. Record
that for 4 seconds.
Stop recording and ask the person to leave the frame.
Film the same shot with no one there for the
remaining 2 seconds.
Now watch back. You have made some one disappear!
Add filters to change the tone.
Ask the group to create their very own 6 second
disappearing acts, adding interesting themes,
characters and ways of disappearing or transforming.
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it’s a great chance
to have fun with your
friends creating a simple
but magical masterpiece

Video & Animation > Cinamatic: 15 Second Short

CINAMATIC: 15
SECOND SHORT

Between 2 – 10
30 mins to 45 mins
iPad, Cinamatic App
Director, Director of
Photography 1, 1st
Assistant Director,
Actors
15 second short videos

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.
2.

Ask everyone in your group what they find funny.
Ask the group to share and discuss how you can make these funny
things into short videos.
3. Make a plan of how you are going to film it. You could do a storyboard
or just a list of what shots you will do.
4. For each shot, you should include the length of time and what is
actually being recorded.
5. Decide on your roles in the crew.
6. Open up Cinamatic, press ‘Settings icon’ and change the length of time
to 15 seconds.
7. Demonstrate to the group how to record using Cinamatic, by holding
down the record button to take a shot and to let go when you have
finished.
8. Hand the iPad to the nominated Director of Photography and take your
first shot. Make sure you have rehearsed beforehand.
9. Record the remaining shots of your short video.
10. When you have finished all of your shots, you can choose what filters
you want to add.
11. Press ‘Process’ and it will now be ready to share.
12. Make another and see where you can improve.
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it’s great a chance to
escape in to a having fun as
a group, working together
to tell a funny story

Video & Animation > Cinamatic: Make an Advert

CINAMATIC:
MAKE AN ADVERT

Between 2 – 10
30 mins to 1 hour
iPad, Cinamatic,
Product to advertise,
storyboard, pen
Director, Director
of Photography, 1st
Assistant Director,
Actors
An Advert

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.

Choose an item for the young people to advertise.
For example – Cream Egg, Lucozade, Walkers
Crisps.
2. Ask everyone in the group to say something
exciting about the item.
3. Ask everyone to find something they won’t like
about it.
4. Ask the group to re-imagine the item as
something else eg: a cream egg as a football etc.
5. Use the feedback to think of an idea. Draw your
idea down on a storyboard.
6. Give each team member a role.
7. Open cinematic and demonstrate to the group
how to record using the app. Hold down the
record button to take a shot and to let go when
you have finished.
8. Film your shots in order. Make sure you rehearse
first.
9. When you have finished recording, add filters to
make it look more interesting.
10. Press ‘Process’ and it will now be ready to share.
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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Proin sed neque sed lorem
hendrerit aliquet. Pellentesque vehicula placerat finibus. Etiam pellentesque tincidunt
sem, a commodo justo commodo nec. In in lacus est. In aliquet sem sed augue mattis
aliquet id eu lacus. Sed mauris massa, imperdiet non mauris ut, sodales elementum
risus.

it’s a great chance to develop
new and transferable film and
marketing skills in creating
your very own advert

THE WONDER

POD
FX STUDIO
FX Studio is a powerful special effects editor that
allows you to create and explore Green Screen
techniques at the simple touch of a few buttons.
You can transport yourself to anywhere in the
world and add fun effects that make your clips
action packed.

Android
Option

Green
Screen Pro
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Music > FX Studio: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

FX STUDIO:
BASIC USAGE
1.

Press My FX to import any videos
or photos from your camera roll.

2.

3.

Press New Project to get
started on your FX film.

POD

When you have named, you can
either import or record a video.

Here are
a few quick tips
to get you up and
running with FX
Studio as quickly as
possible

4.

The camera works like the
standard camera app on the iPad.
Press record to get going and it is
easy to retake if you aren’t happy.

5.

Make sure you trim your video
so that you only see the part
you want to use.
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Music > FX Studio: Basic Usage

6.

Use your fingers to change the
size of the effect you choose.

THE WONDER

POD
7.

Experiment with the strength of your
chroma key to ensure you get the
best results possible.

8.

Understanding the order of your
layers is really important. Make sure
your background image or video is
at the top of the list.

You can change the order of your
layers by pressing MOVE EFFECTS and
then dragging the layers into the right
order.
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Video & Animation > FX Studio: Keeping it Basic

FX STUDIO:
KEEPING IT BASIC

15 mins to 45 mins
iPad, FX Studio App

POD

RULES
1.
2.
3.

Between 1 and
5 per iPad

THE WONDER

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Director, Director of
Photography, Editors,
Actors

10.
11.

One shot special effects
film masterpiece.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

Ask everyone in the group to practice their scared face. Ask them to
walk around as scared as possible.
Have each person share their scared expressions.
Choose a few volunteers to rehearse running scared. Make sure they
don’t run too far.
Nominate a Director of Photography.
Open up FX studio. Press ‘New Project’ and save as Running Scared.
Choose ’Record video with camera’.
Record the volunteers Running Scared.
Play back and decide if you want to ‘use the video’ or ‘retake’.
You will be asked to ‘Trim’ the part of the video you want. This is a
great way to remove the calls of action and cut.
Say ‘No Chroma Key Colors’.
Now you have your footage, add 5 effects. Assign each person a
category from the choices: Explosion, Fire, Weapons/impacts, Actor
Vehicles and Weather.
Each person now must add an effect onto your footage. So press on
‘Add FX’ to choose your category and add the effect.
Scroll through the options. Select the one you like and add it to your
timeline. It you want to change, it is easy to delete. Just swipe left in
your table and press ‘Delete’.
Pass the iPad to next person to add their effect.
Once everyone has added their effects, press ‘Compose’ and get ready
for your film to export.
Watch your final film and share.
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it’s a great chance to learn
how to work together as
a professional film crew,
making a fun effects movie

Video & Animation > Fx Studio: Double Vision

FX STUDIO:
DOUBLE VISION

1.

5.
6.

15 mins to 45 mins
iPad, FX Studio App,
Green Screen Sheet,
Clamps
Director, Director of
Photography 1, Director
of Photography 2,
Editor, 1st Assistant
Director, Actors
A double vision film

POD

RULES

2.
3.
4.

Between 1 – 4
per iPad

THE WONDER

7.
8.
9.

10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

Ask everyone in your group to imagine they met their
clone and how they would greet them. Would it be
happily? Would they be scared?
Ask everyone to share their ideas.
Choose an actor.
Set up the Green Screen. Remember, for the best results,
you want as few creases as possible.
Open up the Camera app on the iPad.
Nominate a Director of Photography. They will film the
actor greeting their clone. They will have to use their
imagination when greeting their clone. Make sure when
you film, you have enough space on the other side of
volunteer.
Once you are happy with it, save the video in your
gallery
Open FX studio and press ‘My FX’. Choose your video
from the photo gallery. Choose ‘Yes Chroma Key’
Press on a part of the screen that is Green. It will
remove any part of your video that has that shade of
Green. Edit the intensity using the slider on the screen.
Once you are happy with it, press ‘Done’. You can
improve your chroma key by pressing ‘Remove More
Colours’ and selecting another shade of green.
Once you are happy, press ‘Go with this’
Give the iPad to Director of Photography 2. They must
press ‘New Project’ and save it as ‘Double Vision’. Press
‘Record from Camera’.
Record the actor being the clone and responding to the
greeting.
If you are happy with it, press ‘Yes’. Otherwise just
retake.
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15. You will be asked to ‘Trim’ the part of the video you
want. This is a great way to remove the calls of action
and cut.
16. Hand the iPad to the Editor. They will select ‘Yes to
chroma key’.
17. Press on a part of the screen that is Green. It will
remove any part of your video that has that shade of
Green. Edit the intensity using the slider on the screen.
18. Once you are happy with it, press ‘Done’. You can
improve your chroma key by pressing ‘Remove More
Colours’ and selecting another shade of green.
19. Once you are happy, press ‘Go with this’
20. Press ‘Add effect’. Go to ‘My FX’ and select your video
21. Change the position of the videos so the actor is facing
their clone on the screen.
22. Now add a background. Press ‘Add Effects’ and select
your chosen background.
21. Send the background layer to the back by pressing
‘Move Fx’ and moving it to the top of table.
22. Now you should have your double vision. Press
‘Compose’ and get ready to watch back and share.

‘it’s a great
chance to learn how to use
the Green Screen and see the
wonders it can achieve

THE WONDER

POD
iMOTION
iMotion is a powerful and easy to use
animation app that makes creating stop
motion accessible. With its great intuitive
settings you can take pictures within the app
to and create your own animation to make
magic from inanimate objects. Or if you want
to watch the world go by or a sunrise, simply
set up the iMotion on the timelapse function
and watch the magic happen.

Android
Option

Stop
Motion Studio
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Music > Imotion: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

IMOTION:
BASIC USAGE
1.

2.

Press here to start your
manual stop motion.

Press here to capture
each image.

You can also
press here to
do a timelapse
and choose your
interval time.

4.

Save your
work to
your devices
photo roll
directly
or share
directly to
your social
media
account!

3.

Here you can choose how
quickly your animation will
play.

When you have
finished, press
stop twice.
5.

5B. The iMotion
Remote is a
separate app.
Just download
from your app
store for free.
Easy to use, just
open and if both
of your iPads are
linked to Wi Fi, it
will automatically
link to the
iMotion once you
select Remote.

Press here
to link to the
iMotion Remote
app. This is
an excellent
strategy to
add stability to
your images
and create
a smoother
animation.
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Press export to
complete.

Video & Animation > iMotion: The Magical Chair

iMOTION:
THE MAGICAL
CHAIR

Between 1 – 16
15 mins to 30 mins
A chair, iPad, iMotion
App, Tripod, iPad
Tripod Mount, any
costume or props
Photographer, Actors
A stop motion
animation

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.

Ask the group to sit in a circle around one chair. The
magical chair. Anything or anyone that sits on that
chair will experience a change.
2. Ask the group what the changes could be –
emotions, clothing, what you are holding, how you
are sitting.
3. Create the list of changes.
4. Now you are ready. Place the iPad inside the Tripod
mount and mount it onto the tripod. Face the
camera of the iPad towards the chair. Ask your group
to sit behind the tripod.
5. Open up iMotion and press ‘New Movie’.
6. Press ‘Manual’ and then press ‘Start’.
7. Ask someone to sit in the magical chair. Nominate a
Photographer to capture the first image. Now do you
your first change. Make sure your iPad doesn’t move.
8. Do as many changes as you can. Be creative and
have lots of fun with it.
9. Once you have done as many changes you can think
of, press stop. Remember to do it twice to confirm
10. Watch back and decide your frame rate.
11. You can add some sound or music. Do that easily by
going to Tools and selecting the music icon
12. When you are happy with it, click export and share
with your friends.
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it’s a great chance for you
work creatively as a team to
make your very own magical
movie

Video & Animation > iMotion: Toy Story

iMOTION:
THE MAGICAL
CHAIR

30 mins to 1 hour
Paper, Pens, 3 Toys
(string attached is
Optional), iPad, iMotion
App, Tripod, iPad
Tripod Mount
Director, Photographer,
3 Animators (Toy
Movers)
A Stop Motion
Animation

POD

RULES
1.

2.

Between 1 and 5 per
iPad

THE WONDER

3.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

Ask your group to sit in a circle and introduce them to the toys. Pass
them around the circle and ask each person what they think the Toys
are called. Decide as a group on a final name for each.
Ask your group to imagine who owns the toys... are they used or left
in a box.
Split the group into 3, giving each group one of the toys. Ask them
each to walk around as if they are their toy.
Feedback as a group on how the toys moves and behave. Discuss and
decide how the toys know each other.
Now provide them with the situation.
Your 3 Toys have been accidently left in the wrong place and need to
break out. There is the danger of being spotted by human beings, so
they need to work out together how to get away. So where are they
going? How are they going to get there? And how do they get past the
humans?
Get ready for production – move the toys through the story.
Assign everyone a role. Rotate the roles to give everyone a chance.
Now you’re ready. Place the iPad inside the Tripod mount and mount it
onto the tripod.
Open up iMotion and press ‘New Movie’.
Press ‘Manual’ and then press ‘Start’.
Now capture a picture of each movement from the Toys. The smaller
moves the smoother your animation will be.
Once you have finished, press ‘Stop’ twice.
Watch back and decide on your frame rate.

14. Now you have your animation. Press ‘Export’ and you can share with
friends.
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it’s great a chance to for
you and your friends to work
together to bring toys alive by
learning how to stop motion
animate

THE WONDER

POD
TOONTASTIC
Toontastic is an animation app that makes creating your
very own cartoon easy. You can select from a huge bank of
backgrounds and characters and start puppeteering, recording
some fun dialogue and unravelling your very own stories, using
the story layout that helps you create your very own wonderful
tale. You can push the boundaries of your creativity and form
your own characters and backgrounds to make your story
bespoke.
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Music > Toontastic: Basic Usage
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POD

TOONTASTIC:
BASIC USAGE

1.

Press CREATE to start a new cartoon project.

3.

You then need to design your background.

2.

You can import pictures from your roll or take images of
anything around you.

You have 5 steps of the story to complete. Start with SETUP.

Add colour and draw any
additions.
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Make sure you save your
background!

Music > Toontastic: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

TOONTASTIC:
BASIC USAGE
4.

Next, create your own characters.

Add the reverse view
by pressing here.
5.

Choose any characters
you want and any props
and others keys parts of
your story. Press START
to begin recording.

7.

You can watch back
before deciding you
are happy with your
recording.

6.

8.

You can design the head with the different tools or just
take a pic.

Wait for the
countdown and form
your story, moving
your characters about
and recording the
voices

You can now add the other bits of your story.
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9.

Add credits and export!

Video & Animation > Toontastic: Go Impro

THE WONDER

POD

RULES

TOONTASTIC:
GO IMPRO
Between 1 – 4 per iPad

1.
2.

3.

30 mins to 1 hour
iPad, Toontastic App
Animators, Voice Over
Artists
Awesome Animation

4.

Split the group into pairs and ask them to find a
space. Make sure they number each other 1 and 2.
Number 1 is the Voice Over Artist and Number 2
is the Animator. The Animator will stand and do a
variety of actions. The Voice Over Artist will then
provide the Animator’s inner voice. The Animator is
NOT allowed to speak.
Take it one step further and bring the two pairs
together and have the Animators perform their
actions and the Voice Over Artists have their
conversation. Swap around to give everyone a go.
Bring the group back together. Open Toontastic and
press ‘CREATE NEW’.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

it’s a great chance to explore
your imagination with your
friends and tell fun and
interesting stories

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
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Press the ‘SET UP’ Tab and ask one of the young
people to choose a background.
Once the background has been selected, ask the
Animators to select a character. Be brave and add
a prop as well.
Once you are happy with what you have chosen,
press the arrow in the top right corner and open
up the world. Demonstrate how you can move a
character around the world by touching the screen
and just moving them where you want them to
go. Let the Animators have a play around.
Set the task to the Voice Over Artists to add the
voices to the characters. Ask them to make it
dramatic and fun.
Allow them a bit of time to have a think. Make
sure everyone is quiet.
Press ‘Start’, wait for the countdown and get
animating, with the Animators moving their
characters around and the Voice Over Artists
providing the voices.
When you have finished, press ‘Stop’. Watch back
and decide if you’re happy with what you have. If
so, press the arrow in the top right hand corner.
Choose a tone of song to add.
Do the same thing for each one of the story steps.
Make sure each person has a go and add new
characters and backgrounds. Don’t worry about
having a coherent story. Just have fun.
For the end titles, add everyones names and
watch back your masterpiece.
Now you can save and share.

Video & Animation > Toontastic: Alter Egos

THE WONDER

RULES

TOONTASTIC:
ALTER EGOS

1.

his super power is a super human voice. What he wants
to do is to save the world from the dangerous spies who
listen to everything we say.
2.

1 – 4 per iPad (A
Larger Group can
participate in the story
creation)

3.

Animators, Voice Over
Artists, Story Creators
An Awesome Animation

They can do a basic drawing or a simple sentence like
above.
Once they set out what they want, they now need to think
of 3 things that get in the way of this happening. They
should get harder and harder. Eg: Thunderman is told by

his friend that everything that is said has been spread
around so he Thunders out his voice to drown the rumours
but his voice has gone because Spy Girl gave him a cold.
Thunderman has a soother and is able to drown out some
of the rumours but Spy Girl is still at large...

30 mins to 1 hour
iPad, Toontastic App,
Pens, Paper

Ask the group to create an Alter Ego. A Super Hero version
of themselves. This character should have a super power
and a thing that they want to achieve. Eg: ThunderMan –

4.

Once you have these 3 things, now think how it ends.
Has your Alter ego achieved their goal. Eg: Thunderman

drowned out the rumours of the Spies and everyone felt
comfortable to talk freely again.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Share these ideas as a group. Work on any changes.
Open Toontastic and press ‘CREATE NEW’.
Press the ‘SET UP’ tab and ask one of the young people
to choose a background. You can create your own
background. It’s easy, just select draw and use the
functions to get creating. It can be made easy by just
importing a picture from your camera roll.
Now select your characters. To create your own, select a
‘PROTO’ option. Have fun with the functions to recreate
your alter ego. It’s easy to just add a photo and your own
details using the paint tools.
Make sure you make a side profile so your character can
move around.
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POD

10. Now add your character and any other character in
your story. You can create them or use one of the many
characters within the app.
11. Once you have everything selected, press the arrow in
the top right corner. Now you can enter the background
and play around with the characters. Rehearse your setup
before recording.
12. Once you are happy, press ‘Start’ to record and play.
13. When you have finished, press ‘Stop’. Watch back and
decide if you are happy with what you have. If so, select
the arrow in the top right hand corner.
14. Now record the remaining parts of your story, following
each story step.
15. For the end titles, add everyone’s names and watch back
your masterpiece.
16. Now you can save and share.

it’s a great chance to escape
in another character which
can will be the star of your
very own cartoon

THE WONDER

POD

SPLICE
Splice is a simple editing software that makes
cutting your videos together easy. Simple and
intuitive, you can import your videos, add
titles and use the stock music or add your own
to begin to assemble your masterpiece.
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Music > Splice: Basic Usage
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POD

SPLICE:
BASIC USAGE

1.

Press here to start a new project.

2.

3.

Just press the video or photo you
want to include in your project and
press add.

Choose from the various storages spaces
to access your photos and videos.
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Decide if you would like to add
music. Select from the options for
what music you would want.

4.

Check the details of your project.
Make any changes by pressing any
of the sections and amending on the
relative drop down menus.

Music > Splice: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

5.

Now you are on your
timeline. Select a photo
or video to edit.

6.

9.

Select this tool to amend
the speed of your
footage

10. Add text using this tool.

7.

You can trim the video.

By selecting cut, you can cut
footage. This means it will be
deleted forever.

11. Select the Audio to tab to
edit your music and sound.
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8.

Select this tool to change
the filter.

12. Press here to export and save.

PHOTOGRAPHY

THE WONDER

POD

75

THE WONDER

POD

SUPERIMPOSE
SuperImpose is a fun and easy to use
photography app that lets you superimpose
one picture onto another. So, have fun and
put a cat’s head on your favourite celebrity
or be brave and take a selfie and transfer
yourself to your dream location.
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Photography > SuperImpose: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

SUPERIMPOSE:
BASIC USAGE

1.

Import your background
first...

Then your foreground image

2.

3.

Use the TRANSFORM tool to change the size
and shape of your image

Use the MASK tool to delete unwanted background
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Photography > SuperImpose: Basic Usage

4.

THE WONDER

POD

Use the FILTER tool to play around with the colours of your image. Here you can make your image blend
perfectly with the background or make it look as weird and wacky as possible!
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Photography > SuperImpose: Needle in a Haystack

SUPERIMPOSE:
NEEDLE IN
HAYSTACK

POD

RULES
1.

2.
3.

Up to 2 per iPad
20min – 45mins

THE WONDER

4.

iPad, SuperImpose
App, Internet Access

5.
6.

Photographer, Model,
Editor

7.
8.
9.

A cool puzzle for others
to play

10.

11.
12.
13.

Split the group into teams of 3 and give them each an iPad.
Ask them to choose who is the photographer, the model and
the editor.
Ask the teams to open up the internet browser on their iPad
and search images of a crowd.
Ask them to scroll through the images until they find one they
like. To save, they have to hold down on the image and on
the pop up box press ‘Save Image to Photos’.
Ask the photographer to open up the camera app on the iPad
and take a picture of their model. The model should have look
of being lost and confused.
Ask the Editor to open up SuperImpose.
Press the icon in the top left hand corner to allow them to
import a photo.
Select the image of a crowd you saved in your photos.
Press the same icon and choose ‘New Foreground’.
Select the photo of your model – crop it if you like using the
crop tool.
Now you have your foreground. Press ‘Mask’ and choose a
tool to delete the background so it is only your face. The
brush is a great tool to magnify what you are doing.
Press ‘Transform’ and change the size and position of your
face. Now it is ready to do be placed in the crowd.
Now go to the Home page and press the second button to
your left to export your photo.
Share with friends and challenge them to find the Needle in
the Haystack.
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it’s a great chance to
be empowered through
the creation of your
very own puzzle
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POD
IMGPLAY
ImgPlay is an easy to use app that makes
gifs and interesting videos through Live or
Burst Photos. Import pictures from online or
take your own pictures and get having fun
creating a gif.

Android
Option

GIF Maker
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Photography > Imgplay: Basic Usage
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POD

IMGPLAY:
BASIC USAGE
1.

2.

ImgPlay can access photos on your
device automatically.

Select which photos you want to turn into a
GIF and press MAKE.

3.

Use the camera inside ImgPlay to film a
GIF.

Press here to
get different
options. You
can access your
camera from
here so that you
can film stuff
from inside the
app.

4.

You can add text to your GIF and
adjust the play speed here.

Here you can trim your video’s
start and end points if needed.
When you’re
happy with how
your GIF looks
press this yellow
arrow to get to
the share and
save window.
You can add text
to your GIF and
adjust the play
speed here.

5.

Share your finished
GIF directly to social
media or save it
to your device for
sharing later.
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Press and hold the record button to start
filming. The yellow bar shows how much
time you have left. You dont have to fill the
whole bar. When you’re happy with what
you’ve filmed, press the yellow arrow in the
top right of the screen to go to the editing
window.

Photography > Imgplay: Running Loop

IMGPLAY:
RUNNING LOOP

Between 2 – 10
5 min – 15 mins
iPad, iPad Tripod,
IMGPLAY app
Running Loop GIF

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.
2.
3.
4.

Set the iPad up on the tripod using the iPad mount.
Open ImgPlay and then select the camera setting.
Nominate someone to be the camera person.
Ask the rest of the group to line up as ‘runners’. They should
be stood out of shot to the right hand side of the screen.
5. Ask the camera person to press and hold the record button
and ask the ‘runners’ to move quickly past the camera to the
other side of the room.
6. When everyone has ran out of the shot let go of the record
button.
7. Trim your video so that there is no gap at the start as all the
‘runners’ enter the shot and no gap after they all leave it.
8. Press the arrow in the top right hand corner to preview your
work. Make sure you’re happy with the GIF before saving. You
should see a never ending stream of runners!
9. Save your work as high quality GIF for sharing later.
10. What other kinds of GIFs can you make that loop together in
the same way?
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‘it’s a great chance to
work creatively as a
team making fun GIFs

Photography > Imgplay: Crazy Face

IMGPLAY:
CRAZY FACE

1.
2.

Between 5 – 15
5.
6.

Camera Person, Actors
iPad, IMGPLAY app
Looping GIF

POD

RULES

3.
4.

5 min – 15 mins

THE WONDER

7.
8.
9.

Ask everyone to sit in a circle.
Ask everyone to pull their weirdest, craziest, funniest faces.
They can practice pulling their faces to the people next to
them.
Nominate someone to be the camera person.
Open up ImgPlay and select the ‘Photo’ category. Hand the
iPad to the camera person and ask them press the camera
icon to use the camera.
The camera person only will capture each face.
When the camera person has captured everyone’s crazy face
press the yellow arrow in the top right hand corner of the
screen.
Change the playback speed until you’re happy with how the
GIF looks.
Add some text if you’d like!
Save your GIF to the device and watch back with the group.
You now have your Crazy Face GIF!
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it’s a great chance to let
go and have all sorts of
fun making silly faces

THE WONDER

POD
SLOW SHUTTER
Slow Shutter Cam is a fantastic photography
app that allows you to take photos using a
slow shutter speed, allowing you to create fun
and distorted effects, manipulating light and
movement.

Android
Option

Long Exposure
Camera 2
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Photography > Slowshutter: Basic Usage

THE WONDER

POD

SLOWSHUTTER:
BASIC USAGE

Drag these
sliders to alter
the amount of
blur and the
shutter speed.

Light Trail is good
for the Painting
With Light
workashop.
1.

Press here to
take your photo.

2.

Press here when
you’re done!

3.

Experiment with your capture settings
to make sure that you get the outcome
you’re looking for.

4.

Save, edit or
clear your
photo. If you
don’t like the
final outcome
you can always
start again!
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Check out the
settings window
to get more
control over the
app.

Photography > Slow Shutter: Spooky Faces

SLOW
SHUTTER:
SPOOKY FACES
Between 2 – 8
15 mins – 45 mins
Photographer, Lighting
Technician, Director,
Ghouls
iPad, Slow Shutter App,
One (or more) torches,
a room that can go
completely dark.
Spooky Portraits

THE WONDER

POD

RULES
1.

Ask everyone to pretend they are a ghost or ghoul. What
noises would they make? What faces would they do? How
would they move?
2. Split the group into pairs and ask them to practice their ghoul
face with their partner.
3. Set up your photography studio. Nominate a director, camera
person and a light technician.
4. First, ask your photographer to set up your shot – nominate
young people to be the ghouls and stand in front of the
camera. Ask the photographer to frame a portrait shot.
5. The light technician needs to be outside the shot and able to
point the torches onto the ghoul’s faces from below.
6. Once you’re happy, turn the lights off.
7. Count down from 3 and press the trigger button. Make sure
your director says ‘Action’ when the trigger is pressed. At this
point the light technicians can turn on the torches and the
ghouls can do their spooky faces to the camera.
8. Once the camera has finished exposing, allow it to process the
shot and then check out your photo.
9. You may need to alter the settings in order to get the right
effect relative to the power of your torches.
10. When you’ve made the spookiest picture possible, play around
with the in app editing settings to make your photo truly
unique.
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it’s a great chance to
have fun working together
slowing down time and
distorting reality

Photography > Slow Shutter: Painting with Light

SLOW SHUTTER:
PAINTING WITH
LIGHT
Between 2 – 10
15 mins – 30 mins
Director, Photographer,
Painters
iPad, Tripod, iPad
Tripod Mount, Slow
Shutter App, One (or
more) torches, a room
that can go completely
dark.
Light paintings

THE WONDER
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RULES
1.

Set up the iPad Mount on the tripod. Ask your group to sit
behind the tripod so they can see the iPad screen.
2. Nominate one or two painters and hand them a torch.
3. As a rehearsal, get them to practice moving around the space
in front of the tripod with their torches. For example they
can jump around, run from side to side and swing their arms
about.
4. Make sure the movements are not too quick and that the
torches are constantly facing the iPad camera.
5. Open the slow shutter app and prepare your shot. Nominate
someone to be the photographer and someone to be the
director.
6. Make sure that your painters do not paint outside where the
camera can see.
7. Turn the lights off.
8. Count down from 3 and press the trigger button. Make sure
your director says ‘Action’ when the trigger is pressed. This
will let the painters know when they can start to paint.
9. Wait for the app to process your photo and look at the results.
10. You may need to alter the settings in order to get the right
effect relative to the power of your torches.
11. Change the roles around to give everyone a go.
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it’s a great chance to have
fun working together in
developing your skills in
photography and movement
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MSQRD
MSQRD is a fun photography app that
has transformed the way people take
selfies. By simply putting your face in
the given space, you can transform
into a tiger, Barack Obama or Ironman.
With a huge bank of effects, this app
gives you a chance to create exciting
pictures and videos. You can even
change your face with your friends!!!
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MSQRD:
BASIC USAGE
1.

Scroll through different filters to find one that you like.

2.

Some filters have
animation elements to
them. These work really
well if you are shooting a
video.

Choose between video and still photos.
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3.

Press record to start
filming. Press stop when
you’re done.

4.

You can share your video/
photo to your social
networks or save it to your
device for sharing later.

Photography > MSQRD: Living in the Past

MSQRD: LIVING
IN THE PAST

15 mins – 1 hour
Photographer/Model,
Picture Holder

POD

RULES
1.

2 people per iPad

THE WONDER

2.

3.
4.
5.

iPad, MSQRD App, Old
Photos

6.

iPad, MSQRD App, Old
Photos

7.
8.

Ask the group to bring in old photographs from home, either
baby pictures or old pictures of their parents.
In case people don’t have pictures from home, print a
variation of different pictures of famous people from past and
present.
Ask everyone to share their photos with the rest of group.
Open up MSQRD and go to the faceswap option. It is the filter
with two faces.
Ask a volunteer to hold a photo close to the camera in one of
the empty head spaces. Place yours in the other. Now watch
the face swap and take the picture!
Now ask the group to do the same, swapping their face with
old photos.
Save, share and create your ‘Living in the past exhibit’.
Try and do this activity at museums to make the whole visit
that more interactive.
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it’s a great chance to
reflect on your identity
through pictures

Photography > MSQRD: Film the Fun – Get Monologing

MSQRD: FILM
THE FUN – GET
MONOLOGING

20 mins to 45 mins

2.
3.

iPad, MSQRD App
Wicked Monologue
Films

POD

RULES
1.

Between 1 and 10

THE WONDER

4.

5.
6.

Ask your group to sit in a circle. Pass the iPad around the
group with MSQRD open. Ask each person to scroll through
the filters and choose their favourite.
Once everyone has had their go, ask them to create a
character based on the filter.
What is the characters name? Where are they from? What do
they like doing? Add any other questions you think will help
create the character.
Now ask the group to create a problem which this character
has to solve. That can be anything from finding your shoe to
saving the world.
Ask each person in the group to create a monologue based on
what their problem is and how they can solve it.
Once everyone is ready, give everyone a chance to record the
monologue with their chosen filter onto MSQRD.
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it’s a great chance to
escape into another
character and test out your
acting skills
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VINCI
Vinci is a powerful photography app that
allows you to transform your photos into
pieces of fine art or even animations.
With its huge bank of filters and tools,
you transform your pictures to dynamic
and fun masterpieces.
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VINCI:
BASIC USAGE
1.

You can either take a picture to edit.

2.

Make it a selfie by pressing here

3.

Or choose a picture from your albums.

4.

Choose from the series of filers.

5.

By pressing this icon you
can change the orientation
and size of the image.

6.

Going into the settings icon
allows you add or remove
the watermark
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COMIC BOOK!
With over 100 comic book layouts, a bank of fun filters
and effects and a load of speech bubble templates,
Comic Book is a powerful design app that provides you
with the tools to makes your very own comic.

Android
Option

Comicize:
The Comics
Maker
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COMIC BOOK:
BASIC USAGE

1.

Pressing Create and selecting this
icon allows you to choose your layout.

2.

Press here to add a picture. You can either
take a picture, add one from your camera
roll or choose one from online.
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3.

Pressing FX will allow you to
change the filter on your picture.

Photography > Comic Book: Basic Usage

4.

The sliders allow you to control the
effects of the filter.
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5.

By pressing Create, you have the
chance to add a speech bubble.
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6.

Selecting this icon allows
you export.

Photography > Comic book: In Search of

COMIC BOOK:
IN SEARCH OF

THE WONDER

POD

Rules
1.

2.

Ask the group to sit in a circle and discuss what would they do if an
Alien visited their school. What would they ask them? Would they be
scared?
Open up the Comic Book app and show the group the layout options.
Provide an option of between 6 images and 9 images and decide
which to go for.
Now you can set up the story for the young people to create for the
Comic Book.

1 – 5 people per iPad

3.

45 mins – 1 hour

An Alien has been spotted in your building and it is up to you to find
them. Where do you look? What makes it hard to find? What do you say
to the Alien?

Photographer, Actor 1,
Actor 2, Editor, Writer
iPad, Comic Book App
Comic Book

4.

Once you have your idea, plan the images that you will capture and
the writing for the speech bubbles.
5. Nominate someone to be the Photographer, to be the editor, to be
the writer and the appropriate number of Actors for the story.
6. Open the Comic Book App, select your chosen layout and press the
photo icon on the first panel to take a picture. Hand the iPad to your
Photographer to capture the picture.
7. Review to decide if you are happy with what you have. Now pass the
iPad to your Editor. The Editor will press ‘FX’ to add a filter. They can
make changes to the filter using the available sliders.
8. Once your Editor is happy with their filter, pass the iPad to the
writer. They add a speech bubble by pressing the ‘Create’ button and
adding their chosen template, placing it in the appropriate position
and writing the words into the speech bubble.
9. Complete this process for every panel to complete your comic.
10. Now you are ready to export and share with your friends.
11. If you have a big group, split them in to teams of 5 per iPad.
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it’s a great way to create
and visualise ideas that
could inspire other people
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SOCIAL

PODBOOK
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EUAN’S GUIDE
Euan’s Guide is an excellent multi platform resource
that is accessible both on tablets and desktops.
Euan’s guide provides a comprehensive peer to peer
review service for people with disabilities. So, if
you ever wanted to visit somewhere special or just
simply go for a bite to eat, Euan’s Guide can help
you gain a greater understanding of the accessibility
arrangements. And you can leave your own reviews
on anywhere you may visit as well as keeping up
to date with the Euan’s Guide blog that offers great
insight into disability access in all forms.
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Social > Euan’s: Basic Usage
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EUAN’S:
BASIC USAGE

1.

It opens with an easy to
use interface.

2.

Press here to see reviews
in your local area.

3.

Scroll through the options.
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4.

Enter an area or location
you would like to search.

5.

Easily scroll through the
options.
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TINYTAP
TinyTap is an excellent multi platform educational
resource that works effecitively on both tablets
and desktops. TinyTap provides a social platform
for parents, facilitators and young people to
create your very own easy to use fun and
exciting digital quizzes and interactive apps,
sharing them with others all around the word.
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Social > Tinytap: Basic Usage
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TINYTAP:
BASIC USAGE
2.

3.

Press here to change
the background.

Press Add activity
and make your game
interactive.
Choose from the selection
of Activities And name your
game.

add text by
pressing this
button.

1.

Press Create to get
started.

4.

Follow the instructions
to create your activity.

select this icon to
either take pictures
or add from your
camera roll.
press here to
search online
for media.

5.

6.

Press here to add music.

Select this
icon to delete
any activities.

Press here to export and
share with others.
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Press done when you are finished and
save your game to your device.
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ASSISTIVE
TECHNOLOGY
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Touchboard Overview
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http://www.bareconductive.com/make/introducing-the-touch-board/
The Touchboard is a fantastic device for turning real world objects into input devices
for a computer, as long as they are conductive!!!
For an overview on how to connect and setup a Touchboard with your computer and
other projects please visit Bare Conductives website for their brilliant, easy to follow
tutorials.
You can either fill the memory card with your own sounds using this tutorial:
http://www.bareconductive.com/make/changing-the-mp3s-on-the-micro-sd-card/
For MIDI compatibility you’ll need a Touchboard, computer with Arduino and audio and
midi software (Ableton Live, Garage Band etc) installed to deliver our Spark workshops.
https://www.arduino.cc
An important process to learn is how to turn the Touchboard into a midi interface for
your computer. Follow this guide:
http://www.bareconductive.com/make/midi-interface/
Now your Touchboard is enabled as a MIDI Interface you can attach it via a USB cable
to any computer and it will show up in the list of available MIDI devices.
Using crocodile clips you can now attach anything conductive to the touch sensors to
trigger notes. Try a metal fork, piece of foil or your favourite fruit or vegetable. Every
time you connect something new to the Touchboard you need to press the reset button so the Touchboard can adjust itself. Experiment with different objects and think
about why things work and other things do not.
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BANANA
BEATS

CONDUCTIVE
PAINT BOARD

MEMORY
BOARD

Between 2-20

Between 2-20

Between 1-12

3/4 workshop

3/4 workshop

3/4 workshop

Computer with Arduino and
Ableton, One Touchboard in
Midi Interface mode , A3 card,
Conductive Paint, Crocodile Clips

Computer with Arduino and
Ableton, One Touchboard in
Midi Interface mode , A3 card,
Conductive Paint, Crocodile Clips

Computer, Audio Recorder Software,
Touchboard in Touch MP3 mode,
Foil, Paper, Pencils

A Fine Art interface designed and
made by the young people

A Fine Art interface designed and
made by the young people

Young people will create a fruit and vegetable multisensory interface. Attaching to the touchboard using
crocodile clips the young people will be creating a
collection of organic drum pads. By connecting to a
midi channel in Ableton (or other midi enabled software)
with a DrumRack loaded, you’re ready to hit some fruity
rhythms. Explore which fruit and veg works best: why
do some work better than others? What other sounds
can you trigger with your interface? And see whether
you can create multiple instruments to form your own
bespoke band.

Young people will design a unique and exciting interface
on paper, carefully considering how to attach 12 lines to
the Touchboard whilst keeping them separate to create a
unique pattern. By using conductive paint, these unique
and exciting fine art interfaces can be brought alive by
being connected to the Touchboards 12 connectors with
crocodile clips and linked with Ableton.
https://www.bareconductive.com/make/sensor-designbasic-rules-of-thumb/
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An Interactive Art Sculpture
containing the groups memories

Young people will reflect on their favourite memories
and share them as an Interactive Art Sculpture. By
recording onto an MP3 audio recorder and imported onto
a micro SD memory card, the memories can be loaded
onto your Touchboard
https://www.bareconductive.com/make/changing-themp3s-on-the-micro-sd-card/
Now you can plan creatively how your memory board
will look! Get creative with conductive material and build
a masterpiece.

Ultimaker – 3D Printer Overview
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The Ultimaker is one of the leaders in 3D Printing; used, promoted and shared by
inclusive education organisation CREATE Education.
http://www.createeducation.com/

If you don’t have a 3D scanner, there are innovative ways around it. You can download
the Trimensional app for the iPhone of iPad
http://www.trimensional.com/

3D Printing can bring a tangible reality to young people’s imaginations. Empowering
them through the creation of something that you can touch. And the scope of what
you can do with the builds is endless, from creating your own animation world to
developing your very own board games.

Or use the xbox kinect to do a full scan
http://www.instructables.com/id/EASY-Kinect-3D-Scanner/

Where to Start: It all starts with making a virtual design of the object you want to
create. This virtual design is made in a CAD (Computer Aided Design) file using a
3D modelling program. Some of the most accessible 3D design programmes are 123
Design and Sketchup.
http://www.123dapp.com/design
http://www.sketchup.com/products/sketchup-pro/new-in-2016
However, this can be sometimes hard to get to grips with. Therefore, you can find
readymade designs on various open source websites. You can pretty much find
anything you want. One of the more popular websites is https://www.youmagine.com/
And if you want to take these designs and manipulate them, you can import them into
free software sculptris. You can inflate, pinch and play as much as you want as well as
combine designs. Imagine Donald Trumps head on a ducks body.
http://pixologic.com/sculptris/
Be aware that a lot of the designs won’t import – so before using this software with
young people, have the designs ready to be imported.
And make sure you convert the stl files to obj files. That is easy with the below plugin:
http://www.meshconvert.com/
Scanning: A 3D scanner makes a 3D digital copy of an object. It is such a great
process for young people to participate in and add an extra dimension to 3D Printing.
The best thing to often do is scan a person and suddenly you have a 3D file of that
person. And that can then be imported into sculptris to be played around with.

What Next? Once you have your design, you import the file into CURA. Another free
software that is easily downloadable.
https://ultimaker.com/en/products/cura-software
Here you can change the size and get an idea of the time it will take to print. Once you
are happy, you can export it onto a SD card, ready to print.
Using the Printer: Setting up the printer can be difficult – it is best to seek professional
support to set up or visit a good how to guide online
https://ultimaker.com/en/resources/164-installation
Once it is set, filament ready, place your SD card into the slot. Follow the instructions
on the LCD panel to find your file. Once found, you are ready to print.
It is not recommended the young people operate the printer.
However, watching the printer do its work is a great experience for young people, so
once it’s printing, give them a chance to have a look.
Any worries about the cost of a 3D Printer, CREATE Education have a fantastic
system in loaning 3D Printers for a month completely free of charge. They simply
ask for a blog in a return, reviewing the work you do with it. Please email Michelle at
m.chatterley@ultimaker.com
Create Education also has a wealth of tutorials and resources for any support and help.
Please just visit their website for more information.
http://www.createeducation.com/
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Assistive Technology > 3D Printer > Workshops

FOOD FOR
THOUGHT
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SCAN AND
SEEK

BOARD
GAMING

POD

ANIMATION
STUDIO

Between 1 – 20

Between 2 – 20

Between 1 – 20

Between 1 – 20

Computer for every
2yp, 123 Design
Software, Cura
Software, 3D Printer,
Jelly, Easy cook
biscuit mix

Computer for every
2yp, Sculptris
software, scanning
device, Cura
Software, 3D Printer

Computer for every
2yp, Sculptris
Software, Cura
Software, 3D Printer,
Cardboard, Pens,
Paper

Computer for every
2yp, Sculptris
Software, Cura
Software, 3D Printer,
Cardboard, Pens,
Paper, Paint, iPad,
iMotion, Tripod,
iPad Mount, Lego,
Photoshop software

4/6 workshops
Create food moulds/
stencils to create cool
jellies, biscuits and
ice lollies

Young people will use 123 design to
create stencils and hollow moulds to be
used to create funky biscuits, jellies and
ice lollies. Once the moulds are created,
the young people can have fun with
ingredients and make some bespoke food.

2/3 workshops

4/6 workshops

The materials for a
fun treasure hunt
activity

Bespoke Board
Games

Young people will have themselves
scanned into 3D designs, giving them a
chance to manipulate their bust. Their
bust will be printed 5 times and hidden
around your space. Whoever finds all 5 of
their bust, wins!!!

Young People will design the rules and
the theme for a new board game. They
will design the 3D pieces and any other
objects that will be included in the game.
They can be creative and include 3D
obstacles. Once they have been printed,
the board can be designed and you can
get playing.
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4/6 workshops
Animation Sets
Young People will design a mini world,
creating its rules, layout and designing its
skyline. They will then take these ideas
and search for a design to either 3D print
of manipulate in Sculptris. The prints will
include an array of buildings, structures
and people. The world can be created
using cardboard, with backgrounds made
using Photoshop and paint to provide
extra detail for the 3D prints to come alive
through stop motion animation.

Skoog Overview
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The Skoog is an assistive, squidgy input device for playing music. It has 5 different
coloured sides and can be played in many different ways. It is an excellent tactile tool
to engage the senses for disabled young people.
Picture
The Skoog attaches via a USB cable to your computer and uses the skoogmusic
software.
http://skoogmusic.com/download/
The new Skoog 2.0 can be wireless via Bluetooth but you need an iPad with the Skoog
app installed to connect.
https://itunes.apple.com/gb/app/skoog-making-music-accessible/id987500143?mt=8
Make sure you have Bluetooth switched on to your iPad. This is easy to do. Just go
to your setting and check that it is on. You can often have problems connecting via
Bluetooth but there are some great troubleshoots that can help resolve this issue.
https://support.apple.com/en-gb/HT201205
The skoog software has loads of cool sounds for you to explore and play with, from
real instruments to synthesized sounds. You can even enable the Skoog as a MIDI
device to play sounds in other apps!
In the software you can tell the Skoog which note to play on each colour so you can
set it up to play along with most songs. You can also record in your own sounds if you
want!
http://wiki.skoogmusic.com/manual/manual1.1/Skoog-Window/navigation/SamplesTab/recording
Visit http://skoogmusic.com for further information on Skoogs and to download
software for your computer or tablet.
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MOVE
WITH THE
SKOOG

SIMON
SKOOG
Between 2 – 20

1 – 10

Skoog, Skoog music software installed on PC, Mac or iPad,
Speakers

Skoog, Skoog music software installed on PC, Mac or iPad,
Speakers

30 minutes

10 mins to 1 hour

Teamwork and memory training

Multi-sensory exploration of movement and music

This is a memory game for 2 or more people to play. One person starts by pressing
one of the coloured sides of the Skoog triggering the selected instrument sound. The
next person then uses the Skoog pressing the colour the previous person pressed and
adds one more colour. The next persons turn has to remember each of the previous
colours that were pressed and add one more. This way the group is building up and
remembering a sequence of sounds as each turn progresses. It may help if a staff
member or nominated person keeps a record of the order of colours.
How long can you make the skoog sequence? How many times can people play
without being reminded?

Young people will explore how you can use movement and dance to create fun and
interesting music using the skoog. It will be a great chance to explore how you can
play the Skoog with the different parts of your body, creating fun and dynamic moves
for others in the group to follow, developing an interesting and unique routine.
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Extended Projects > Digital Poetry

DIGITAL
POETRY
Young people will work collaboratively to create a small
collection of Digital Poems using innovative iPad App
Keezy. The young people will take the given themes to
develop sentences and ideas that can be delivered in a
unique performance, assembling a dynamic and bespoke
poem. These poems will be enhanced by bespoke sound
boards that will add a unique drum kit underneath their
spoken words.
Young people will build on their self esteem through
the empowerment of creation and sharing, develop key
communication and team work skills and evolve their
creative writing.

1 iPad per group of 7
Keezy App
Pens and Paper
Music Amp with Jack to
Jack cable
4 weeks

THE WONDER
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WEEK 1

WEEK 3

INTRODUCTION TO KEEZY/ CREATING A
NURSERY RHYME BEAT.
Demonstrate how to use the app Keezy, exploring the
fun sounds you can make on the different panels.
Ask the group(s) to think of their favourite Nursery
Rhyme and using Keezy, record a remix of it (refer to
Nursery Rhyme beat – Keezy)

WHO I AM POEM AND A BEAT.
Ask the young people to think about who they are,
describing themselves with 4 adjectives. You can evolve
the theme and be literal or have fun and explore their
imagination. Record these sentence starting with I am....
Create a drum kit either on another board on another
iPad or on the same board. Play both the ‘I am’
sentences and drum beat together for a complete song.

They can then evolve it and revise the original lyrics of
the Nursery Rhyme to make it more bespoke

WEEK 2

WEEK 4

BECAUSE WORKSHOP AND WHY?
WORKSHOP
Ask the young people to reflect on someone they care
about and identify the reason, starting the sentence with
because…. Record them onto the Keezy panels and play
out as a poetry jam, recording as you do so. (refer to
the Because workshop)
Follow this activity with a new Keezy soundboard, asking
the young people to think of questions they want to
know the answer to, starting the sentence with why…
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PERFORMANCE AND SHARING
Review everything the group has created. Rehearse
each young person coming up to practice delivering a
poem whilst someone else plays a beat.
Perform these digital poems to a live audience

Extended Projects > Digital Orchestra
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DIGITAL
ORCHESTRA
WEEK 1

Young people will work collaboratively
to create an inclusive digital orchestra
using innovative technology and real
instruments. They will create their own
compositions as well as interpretations of
current songs.

INTRO TO APPS

Young people will develop key
communication and team work
skills; build self-esteem through the
development of their own ideas and
practical skills in musicality.

Allow each participant to have a chance
to play with the different apps.

Minimum 4 ipads
Mixing desk
African drums x 2
Percussion x 2
Touch board
Apps: Keezy, Figure,
Thumbjam, Bebot,
AirVox
6 weeks

Introduction to all of the instrumental
apps used on the iPad and establishing
what an Orchestra is.

Facilitate a Keezy activity so the young
people can create a collaborative sound
board. Follow this with a freestyle jam
with all of the instruments.

WEEK 2

WEEK 3

THE CONDUCTOR AND
CHOOSING A TRACK

TOUCHBOARD FUN AND
CHOOSING AN INSTRUMENT

An introduction to what the conductor
does within an Orchestra. The group
will focus on the importance of
communication and team work and
create the signals that the conductor will
do to ask the Orchestra to start, to stop
and to go faster or go slower.

Introduce the multi sensory touchboard
instrument, using a material to conduct
so you can play music in a fun and
different way. Banana drums is always a
winner. Give the young people a chance
to explore the touchboard further with
other conductive materials.

Set up the instruments and give
everyone a chance to conduct the group
for a freestyle jam.

The young people will each get a chance
to choose their instrument from the apps
you had worked with previously as well
as the touchboard and be allocated a role
for the final song. It is also important to
decide who will be the conductor.

Provide 3 songs for the young people to
listen to. Ask them to decide as a group
which one they would like to cover. The
songs you choose should be simple.
Example songs: Jingle Bells, Wild Thing,
Louie Louie, Seven Nation Army
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With these roles, ask the group to have
a freestyle jam, playing along to the
chosen track.

Extended Projects > Digital Orchestra

WEEK 4
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WEEK 6

FULL REHEARSAL AND SINGING

LIVE PERFORMANCE

With the allocated roles, the young people will rehearse
their adaptation of the famous track. Introduce
collaborative singing for the songs chorus.

Have a rehearsal before to make sure you are ready.

After rehearsal, allow the young people to have a
freestyle jam.

Perform to a live audience the track you have been
rehearsing and a freestyle jam.

WEEK 5
REHEARSAL AND RECORDING
Record a live performance and play back to the group.
Identify what works and what doesn’t work. Continue
the rehearsal process until to you are happy with what
you have produced.
After rehearsal, allow the young people to have a
freestyle jam.
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INTERACTVE
TREASURE HUNT
WEEK 1
Young people will work collaboratively
to create an Interactive Treasure Hunt
using Green Screen App, FX Studio. They
will create a treasure hunt narrative in
which the characters they create take us
through a series of videos that provide
clues to unlock the next video as we
eventually find and solve the mystery.
The outcome will be shared publicly for
the wider audience to engage with.

1 iPad per group
FX Studio App
Green Screen
Costume and Art
Materials (optional)
6 weeks
(1 hour per week)

WEEK 2

INTRODUCTION TO FX STUDIO
AND USING GREEN SCREEN

CREATE CHARACTERS,
NARRATIVE AND CLUES.

Demonstrate how a Green Screen is set
up so it works effectively with as few
creases as possible.

The young people will work together to
create the basic story structure of the
treasure hunt. These are some important
questions to think about.

Facilitate a fun basic effects film and
green screen film using FX studio for the
young people to create and watch back.
Exhibit what the young people will create
over the next four weeks by sharing a
previous Interactive Treasure Hunt.
Example: https://vimeo.com/174017795
Passwords:
Part 1: Holmewood
Part 2: Sodium Chloride
Part 3: Soup
Part 4: Fluffles
Part 5: Innocent
Part 6: Dr Baltar

What has gone missing?
And who is trying to solve the mystery?
Work collaboratively to develop the
characters and what happens in the 6
sections with an appropriate clue to move
on to the next part of the treasure hunt.
Each section should be an obstacle a
character has to overcome.
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WEEK 3
FIND/CREATE YOUR
BACKGROUNDS. CREATE ANY
COSTUMES AS PART OF YOUR
STORY.
The group works collaboratively to
bring the worlds alive by designing and
creating costumes and props that are in
keeping with their story.
The group also plans what effects will
be used, downloading backgrounds from
online and saving them to be ready in FX
studio.

Extended Projects > Interactive Treasure Hunt

WEEK 4
REHEARSE AND RECORD THE FIRST 3
VIDEOS. ASSEMBLE AND EDIT.
The group works collaboratively to rehearse, record and
edit together the first 3 sections of the treasure hunt,
using a Green Screen to facilitate the young people to
transport their characters to new worlds.
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WEEK 6
SHARING AND CREATE A PRIZE
Ask your group to create a prize to be given to someone
who solves the treasure hunt.
Gather your audience to watch back what has been
created on a projector. Give the prize to the person who
solves the final clue of the treasure hunt.

Allocate the key roles of Director, Director of
Photography, 1st Assistant Director, Producer, Editor
and Actors so everyone can have a role. Rotate to give
people a chance to try new things.

WEEK 5
REHEARSE AND RECORD THE LAST 3
VIDEOS. ASSEMBLE AND EDIT.
The group works collaboratively to rehearse, record and
edit together the final 3 sections of the treasure hunt.
Use a Green Screen to facilitate the young people to
transport their characters to new worlds.
Allocate the keys roles of Director, Director of
Photography, 1ST Assistant Director, Producer, Editor
and Actors so everyone can have a role. Rotate to give
people a chance to try new things.
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INTRO INTO STOP MOTION
ANIMATION AND IMOTION APP
Young people will work collaboratively
using clay, lego, cardboard and various
tactile materials to create and build their
own 3D miniature world. This world will
be used as a stage to produce fun and
inventive stop motion animations.
Young people will build on their self
esteem through the empowerment of
creation and an imagined new world
which they can share; developing key
communication and team work skills,
improved independence and developing
basic animation and model creation skills.

POD

WEEK 1

THE THIRD
DIMENSION BUILD & ANIMATE

Explain what stop motion animation is
and demonstrate how to do it using the
iMotion app.

Minimum of 1 iPad
iMotion App
FX Studio App
Pens and Paper
Cardboard Boxes
Paints
Clay
Lego
Arts Materials
Tripod
iPad Tripod Mount
SuperImpose App
Sound recorder
6 weeks
(with 1 week extra for
a short sharing)

Provide each group with a set of
materials and give them an advert brief
for them to create a basic stop motion
video.
Watch back together at the end of the
session.

WEEK 2
INTRO INTO STOP MOTION
ANIMATION AND iMOTION APP
Explain what stop motion animation is
and demonstrate how to do it using the
iMotion app.
Provide each group with a set of
materials and give them an advert brief
for them to create a basic stop motion
video.
Watch back together at the end of the
session.
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WEEK 3
STORY TELLING
The young people in their groups
will create a character that has lost
something that is valuable.
Once that character has been agreed,
the young people will brainstorm where
the character lives. What the rules
of the world are? How it looks? Is it
fanatastical?
They should create 3 problems that make
it hard for their character to find what
they are looking for and find an eventual
resolution.

Extended Projects > The Third Dimension - Build & Animate

WEEK 4
DESIGN AND BUILD THE
CHARACTERS/WORLD
Continue to build the characters and the
world. Be creative with the props and the
sets you design.

WEEK 6
STOP MOTION RECORDING
Review what you have already created.
Complete any scenes that you want to
add and record any additional sounds to
be included in your final animation.

Start painting, adding the final touches to
your 3D world.

WEEK 5

WEEK 7

STOP MOTION RECORDING

SHARING

Start the recording of your stop-motion
animation. Allocate the roles of camera
people and animators.

Find the time to share the animations you
have created with the group and a live
audience.

If you don’t have enough equipment,
you can send off other young people to
record the dialogue or any sounds effects
for their scene.
You will have to add these after using an
editing software such as Adobe Premiere.
(Advised to do outside of the session by
the facilitator)
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PIRATE
RADIO
Young people will work as a team to plan, create and
broadcast a recorded radio show. The content can be
humorous, informative or educational, or a combination
of all of these!
Young people will be able take ownership of their own
voice, having their say through the creative production
of radio, improving on their self esteem and sense of
identitiy. Developing key communication and team work
skills, the young people will also be able to learn about
audio production using both software and hardware.

Microphone(s)
Computer/iPad for Recording
Apps: Keezy, Animal Sounds
Audacity or similar audio recording
software (some knowledge of this is
required)
Props/percussion for SFX
4 weeks

WEEK 2

WEEK 1
MIND MAPPING

PLAN AND PRACTICE

Talk about existing radio shows people listen to. If you
can listen to examples and have a discussion on news,
sports, adverts, music and jingles. Identify common
themes and ideas to grab the listeners’ attention.

Divide the participants into groups and ask them to
practice their segments.

How long do you want your show to be?

Will you need to prepare background music, sound
effects and jingles for each section?

Get down some ideas for what you want your show to
be about. Set a theme like Pirates/Friendship/Food etc
Are you going to need music or sound effects (SFX)?
Who will be your intended audience when you share
online?
Assign different sections to different people for
preparation.
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Begin planning a running order for the show in minutes.
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WEEK 3
LIVE BROADCAST
Now you should have your running order, scripts, sound
effects and music all in one place and are ready to
record!
Setup your computer with a microphone and record
some tests to work out the best placement for the
microphone and people around it. Can you hear
everyone clearly?
If you have a mixing desk you can add your music in live
during recording, if not you can add this after in your
audio software.
mic -> computer -> software

WEEK 4
EDIT & EVALUATION
Here’s your chance to finish off any recordings and add
any extra bits to polish and join your show together.
Make it as interesting as possible for your listeners.
Listen back to the show as a group and reflect on what
worked well.
How could you improve next time? What new things
could you try in part 2….
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TRAVELING
PHOTOGRAPHY

Young people will explore the evolution of photography,
using innovative new photography apps, learning an
array of new skills and techniques to produce a series of
photos that will be compiled as a comic book, spanning
their explorations through the past, present and future.
Young people will build on their sense of identity
and confidence through the production of a comic
than spans time as they see it; developing key
communication and team work skills, an ability to
express their ideas with confidence and developing basic
photography and editing skills.

Minimum of 1 iPad per 3 people
Vinci App
MSQRD App
Slow Shutter Speed App
IMGPLY App
SuperImpose App
Pens and Paper
Cardboard Boxes
Frames
Cardboard Boxes
Torches

WEEK 2

WEEK 1
TUMBLING THROUGH TIME

PLAN AND PRACTICE

Introduce the theme of the project. Using cardboard,
the young people will build a time machine that looks
like a pin-hole camera. This will have a picture taken of
it.

Using the faceswapping app MSQRD, the young people
will swap their faces with images from the past of which
they have brought in.

Young people will create pictures with cool and
interesting colours and shapes alluding to transporting
through time using the Slow Shutter Speed App.

They can also capture images of themselves using the
huge bank of filters on MSQRD, looking at who they
could be in the future.

Once the faceswaps are done, they can use
Ask the young people to bring photos from home for the SuperImpose to transport them onto a picture in the
future. This can be done using the SuperImpose App.
following week.

4 weeks
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WEEK 3
GO BACK AND FORTH
The young people will reflect on one of their favourite
memories and use ImgPlay to create a gif that plays
memory on a loop.
It will be simple ideas relived and a great chance to do
some fun drama activities.

WEEK 4
COMIC BOOK
Using Vinci, the young people will edit all of the images
they have created, adding fun and interesting filters to
create that comic book finish.
Once completed, they can be strung together as if
a journey though time using ImgPlay to have a fully
running GIF, adding any words or text within the app.
Print the images as well and frame them to have a
permanent exhibit.
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Important Links & Resources
ACCESSIBILITY
http://www.apple.com/uk/accessibility/
https://www.microsoft.com/enable/products/windows10/
https://www.euansguide.com
http://assistive-technology.co.uk
COMMUNICATION
http://www.widgit.com
https://thinksmartbox.com/product/the-grid-2/
http://www.eyegaze.com
INTERNET SAFETY
https://ceop.police.uk
http://www.saferinternet.org.uk
https://www.thinkuknow.co.uk
http://www.kidsmart.org.uk
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/preventing-abuse/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/
HARDWARE
http://skoogmusic.com
http://www.thebeamz.com
http://www.soundbeam.co.uk
https://www.bareconductive.com
https://ultimaker.com
http://www.rompa.com
http://www.mikeayresdesign.co.uk
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APPS/SOFTWARE
https://keezy.com
http://www.warmplace.ru/soft/phonopaper/
http://prisma-ai.com
http://epocfield.co.uk
http://www.korg.com/us/products/software/ikaossilator/
http://normalware.com
https://www.async-games.com/baby.html
http://thumbjam.com
https://allihoopa.com/apps/figure
http://vinci.camera
http://3dtopo.com/ComicBook
http://hipstamatic.com/cinamatic/
http://www.superimposeapp.com
https://liine.net/en/products/lemur/
https://loopyapp.com
http://launchpadtoys.com
https://roli.com/products/noise
http://www.smule.com/apps
http://www.yonac.com/AirVox/
http://fingerlab.net/portfolio/imotion
http://www.cogitap.com/slowshutter/screenshots.htm
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Allowing young people to express themselves in a fun and exciting way!
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